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Abstract
The first part of the thesis studies the impact of liquidity crashes on asset prices. In
financial markets, liquidity could have large downward jumps. The thesis proposes a
dynamic model where investors face the risk of potential liquidity crises. We find that
investors choose optimal portfolios not only to hedge the risk of asset fundamentals,
but also to hedge the risk of potential liquidity crashes. The potentially illiquid
assets tend to have a lower price, a higher volatility, and a lower volume turn-over.
Liquidity hedging could induce high return premium and asset returns could have
excess volatility over the fundamentals. The risk of potential liquidity crises will also
generate rich patterns in return dynamics and the expected asset returns could be
driven by risks that are not systematic.
The second part of the thesis analyzes the effect of illiquidity on the extreme risk
of hedge funds. Hedge funds' returns often exhibit positive autocorrelations, which
suggests illiquidity in their asset holdings. In this part, using a data set containing
monthly returns of over 5,600 hedge funds, I study how illiquidity affects the extreme
risk of hedge funds. I use MA(q) processes to model hedge funds' returns and use
smoothing coefficients as proxies for liquidity. The tail risks are estimated using the
extreme value theory and the generalized Pareto distribution. We find that illiquidity
in general has a negative impact on the tail risk of hedge funds' returns. In particular,
the true Value-at-Risk (VaR) of hedge funds could be much higher when illiquidity
is taken into consideration.
The third part of the thesis studies asset pricing under heterogeneous information.
In an asset market where agents have heterogeneous information, asset prices not
only depend their expectations of the true fundamentals but also depend on their
expectations of the expectations of others. Iterations of such expectations lead to the
so-called "infinite regress" problem, which makes the analysis of asset pricing under
heterogeneous information challenging. In this part, we solve the infinite-regress
problem in a simple economic setting under a fairly general information structure.
This allows us to examine how different forms of information heterogeneity impacts
the behavior of asset prices, their return dynamics, trading volume as well as agents'
welfare.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis studies asset prices under market imperfections. There are many forms
of market imperfections. In this thesis, I focus on illiquidity and information asym-
metry.'
Chapter 2 studies the impact of the risk of potential liquidity crashes on asset
prices and trading behaviors. Recent financial crisis starting in 2007 and several
other incidences in the past have echoed the importance of the risk of infrequent but
severe liquidity crises. During the crisis, liquidity suddenly becomes low and even
freeze up in some market segments. One of the fundamental functions for financial
markets is to provide liquidity so that investors can buy and sell assets. During
liquidity crisis, investors are forced to hold their positions or face high transaction
costs, if they are able to trade at all. In such circumstance, investors' ability to move
consumption over different time periods and cross different economic states is greatly
reduced. The arrival of such liquidity crisis is often unexpected. Investors may have
little or no clue as to when market will seize up. The fear that market liquidity could
'There is a large literature on the relation between market imperfections and asset prices (See
Vayanos and Wang (2009) for a comprehensive survey).
suddenly dry up could have significant impact on investors's trading behaviors and
on equilibrium asset prices, even before the materialization of such events.
In this chapter, I develop a dynamic model where liquidity has some probability
to experience a sudden downward jump and I address the asset pricing and trading
implication of such liquidity events. In the model, risk-averse investors receive non-
traded income which is correlated with the payoff of a risky asset so that investors
trade the risky asset to hedge against their income risks.
In the bad liquidity state, investors' ability of risk sharing is greatly reduced.
Therefore, during normal times, in anticipation of such a disastrous event, investors
trade assets, not only to hedge against the risk of future non-traded income (income
hedging), but also to hedge against the risk of future liquidity crashes (liquidity
hedging). There are important asset allocation and risk-sharing consequences of
investors' liquidity hedging. First, the need to hedge against the liquidity shock
reduces investors ability to share income risks in normal times. Even if there is
no aggregate risk, levels of investors' idiosyncratic risk will affect prices so that the
asset price could be time-varying. This will generate excess ex ante equity volatility
in normal times. Second, investors with different levels of income shock will put
different weights on their demand for liquidity hedging. In particular, due to limited
diversification in the bad liquidity state, investors whose income shock positively
correlates with the asset payoff tend to experience a larger loss in the event of a
liquidity dry-up than investors whose income shock negatively correlates with the
asset payoff.
Investors' liquidity hedging have important asset pricing implications. The po-
tentially illiquid asset tends to have a lower price and there tends to be a positive
liquidity premium. The size of the liquidity premium is increasing in the probability
of crash, but decreasing in the probability of recovery. Moreover, a positive proba-
bility of liquidity crash will generate excess asset price volatility, because, investors
could not share their idiosyncratic risk optimally and the level of idiosyncratic risk
will affect the asset price. The asset price picks up extra volatility from idiosyncratic
risks.
The presence of the liquidity crash risk will also change the return dynamics.
The risk premium in the asset return tends to be higher than that in the frictionless
market since investors now demand extra premium to hold the potentially illiquid
asset. Moreover, the asset return will be more volatile since the asset price has extra
movement from idiosyncratic risks.
Chapter 3 studies the impact of illiquidity on the extreme risks of hedge funds.
The study of hedge funds has become one of the major topics in the finance litera-
ture. Hedge funds are privately organized, lightly regulated asset management firms
that employ a variety of strategies, including short sale and options. One principal
difference between hedge funds and traditional asset management firms is that hedge
fund managers have the primary goal of an "absolute" return, or a target rate of re-
turn, irrespective of the market performance. Managers were rarely willing to spend
the time or money for active risk controls. However this absence of risk management
has changed in the past years. In particular, the collapse of the Long Term Capi-
tal management (LTCM) and the financial crisis in 2007 forced many investors to
weight the risk against the high returns, and to demand transparency of risk profiles
of hedge funds. Today, risk management has become one of the essential part of
hedge funds.
It has been argued in the previous literature that there might be illiquidity in
hedge funds' asset holdings (Getmansky, Lo, and Makarov (2004)). This illiquidity
could affect the risks faced by hedge funds, in particular, their extreme risks. In-
tuitively, when a large negative event occurs, the hedge funds whose asset holdings
are illiquid could potentially suffer larger loss since it is more difficult for them to
unwind their position.
In this chapter, using a data set containing monthly returns of over 5,600 hedge
funds, I study how illiquidity affects the extreme risk of hedge funds. I use MA(q)
processes to model hedge funds' returns and use smoothing coefficients as proxies for
liquidity. The tail risks are estimated using the extreme value theory and the gener-
alized Pareto distribution. We find that illiquidity in general has a negative impact
on the tail risk of hedge funds' returns. In particular, the true Value-at-Risk (VaR)
of hedge funds could be much higher when illiquidity is taken into consideration.
Chapter 4 studies asset prices under heterogenous information. Information
asymmetry is another major source of market imperfection. In an asset market where
agents have heterogeneous information, investors' private information is impounded
into asset prices through their trades, and prices will then reflect the average beliefs
cross investors. As a result, investors not only care about the fundamental values of a
security, but also pay attention to other investors' beliefs on the fundamental value, a
situation which Keynes (1936) refers to as the "Beauty Contest". Since private beliefs
or their averages are not observable, beliefs of beliefs and their higher iterations also
matter. Capturing these higher order beliefs, especially in an intertemporal setting,
makes the formal analysis of the market behavior under asymmetric information a
challenging task, which is also known as the infinite regress problem.
In Chapter 4, we solve the infinite-regress problem in a simple economic setting
under a fairly general information structure. This allows us to examine how different
forms of information heterogeneity impacts the behavior of asset prices, their return
dynamics, trading volume as well as agents' welfare.
We show that the infinite-regress problem yields the long-range history depen-
dence of the current market behavior. In general, current asset prices and their
dynamics depend on the whole history of past shocks. In particular, revelations of
past underlying shocks can influence current prices more than concurrent shocks. In-
formation heterogeneity increases the divergence in investors' beliefs about economic
fundamentals. Such a divergence tends to reduce the amount of risk sharing among
investors and their effective risk tolerance. Consequently, stock prices become lower
and more volatile. In addition, information heterogeneity reduces the level of liquid-
ity and consequently the amount of trading in the market. We further show that
the effect of information heterogeneity is non-monotonic in the amount of private
information agents have. It is maximized when agents receive moderate amount of
private information.
Moreover, we show that information heterogeneity tends to reduce investors wel-
fare. In particular, investors are typically made worse off by possessing private
information-they can be made better off by either revealing or abandoning all their
private information collectively. We also find that investors with superior informa-
tion does not necessarily enjoy higher welfare. The adverse selection problem makes
it very costly for them to trade with less informed investors for risk sharing. Such a
cost can out weight the potential gain they make from speculating on their private
information.
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Chapter 2
Market Shutdowns and Liquidity
Premium
2.1 Introduction
In the recent financial crisis, the issue of illiquidity has more than ever attracted
the attention of the public. The liquidity crisis triggered by the sub-prime event
deeply impacted financial markets. During the crisis, liquidity suddenly became low
and even froze up in some market segments. For example, during the later part
of 2007, the market of the Structured Investment Vehicles(SIVs) almost completely
collapsed. A SIV invests in long term securities, financed by selling short-term debt
like commercial papers and rolling them over. The liquidity crunch caused by the
sub-prime crisis in the commerce paper market made it very difficult for SIVs to
borrow short term and they were not able to pay off the previous issued short-term
debt. As a consequence, many SIVs defaulted and the market froze up. Another
example is the LIBOR market. After the shock of the bankruptcy filing of Lehman
Brothers on September 15, 2008, the spread of the 3-month LIBOR rate over the
Overnight Index Swaps (the Libor/OIS spread), reached more than 200 basis points,
up from only 80 basis points in the beginning of the month. The interbank lending
market was effectively seized up.
In the existing literature, many authors have documented similar incidences of
sudden market liquidity dry-ups (e.g. Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2001),
Jones (2002), and Pstor and Stambaugh (2003)). For example, the liquidity measure
of Pastor and Stambaugh had a very large downward spike in October 1987, in
the month of the stock market crash. It also jumped down in November 1973 (the
Mideast Oil crisis), and in September 1998 (the LCTM crisis), among other times.
One of the fundamental functions for financial markets is to provide liquidity so
that investors can buy and sell assets. During liquidity crisis, investors are forced to
hold their positions or face high transaction costs, if they are able to trade at all. In
such circumstance, investors' ability to move consumption over different time periods
and cross different economic states is greatly reduced. The arrival of such liquidity
crisis is often unexpected. Investors may have little or no clue as to when market will
seize up. The fear that market liquidity could suddenly dry up could have significant
impact on investors's trading behaviors and on equilibrium asset prices, even before
the materialization of such events.
In this paper, we develop a dynamic model where liquidity has some probability
to experience a sudden downward jump and we address the asset pricing and trading
implication of such liquidity events. In the model, risk-averse investors receive non-
traded income which is correlated with the payoff of a risky asset so that investors
trade the risky asset to hedge against their income risks. In normal times, investors
can trade both the risk free asset and the risky asset with no cost. However, during
normal times, there is a positive probability that the liquidity for the risky asset will
suddenly dry up in the next period. The liquidity crash is assumed to be reversible
so that in the liquidity dry-up state, there is some probability that the liquidity will
jump back to its normal level in the next period.
In the bad liquidity state, investors' ability of risk sharing is greatly reduced.
Therefore, during normal times, in anticipation of such a disastrous event, investors
trade assets, not only to hedge against the risk of future non-traded income (income
hedging), but also to hedge against the risk of future liquidity crashes (liquidity
hedging). There are important asset allocation and risk-sharing consequences of
investors' liquidity hedging. First, the need to hedge against the liquidity shock
reduces investors ability to share income risks in normal times. The liquidity hedging
pushes investors' risky asset holdings away from the optimal income risk-sharing
position. Therefore, even if there is no aggregate risk, levels of investors' idiosyncratic
risk will affect prices so that the asset price could be time-varying. This will generate
excess ex ante equity volatility in normal times. Second, investors with different levels
of income shock will put different weights on their demand for liquidity hedging. In
particular, investors whose income shock positively correlates with the asset payoff
tend to experience a larger loss in the event of a liquidity dry-up than investors whose
income shock negatively correlates with the asset payoff . This is because, with
everything else equal, a higher income correlation with the stock dividend means a
higher exposure to the dividend risk. A materialized liquidity crash next period will
prevent these investors from re-balancing the asset holding in the future. Hence they
tend to incur larger utility loss.
Investors' liquidity hedging have important asset pricing implications. The po-
tentially illiquid asset tends to have a lower price and there tends to be a positive
liquidity premium. The asset price implication comes from the difference in the im-
pact magnitude of realized liquidity crashes among different investors. As discussed
in the previous paragraph, in the event of a liquidity dry-up, investors whose id-
iosyncratic shocks positively co-move with the asset payoff will have a larger loss,
and therefore they care more about the liquidity crash state and they will put more
weight on the liquidity hedging demand. Moreover, assuming the income shock is
persistent, it will be better for investors to build up more position in the risky asset
when entering the bad liquidity state. Therefore, compared with frictionless market,
the selling need from investors whose income shock positively correlates with the as-
set dividend will be larger than the buying need from investors whose income shock
negatively correlates with the asset dividend. Hence the asset price falls compared
with that in the frictionless market and we have a positive liquidity premium. The
size of the liquidity premium is increasing in the probability of crash, but decreasing
in the probability of recovery. Moreover, a positive probability of liquidity crash
will generate excess asset price volatility, because, investors could not share their
idiosyncratic risk optimally and the level of idiosyncratic risk will affect the asset
price. The asset price picks up extra volatility from idiosyncratic risks.
The presence of the liquidity crash risk will also change the return dynamics.
The risk premium in the asset return tends to be higher than that in the frictionless
market since investors now demand extra premium to hold the potentially illiquid
asset. Moreover, the asset return will be more volatile since the asset price has extra
movement from idiosyncratic risks.
Numerically results in the paper show that the impact of the liquidity crash risk
on asset prices could be economically large. In our benchmark parametration, if we
assume a 3% liquidity crash probability per year and an expected recovery period
of 5 years, the potentially illiquid asset will be traded in the normal times at a
3.8% discount below its fully liquid counterpart. This will help to explain the high
empirical liquidity premium.1
One interesting result, which echoes the findings in Vayanos (1998) and Longstaff
(2009), is that, although a small probability of liquidity crash could generate large
positive liquidity discount, there are scenarios when the chance of a liquidity dry-
up will in deed increase the asset price and lead to a negative liquidity premium.
Assuming that the income shocks are very transitory, the liquidity hedging compo-
nent may have less loading on income shocks than the income hedging component,
because, due to the transitory nature of the income shock, it may not be optimal
to build up large position into the lock-up period. In this case, the ex post impact
asymmetry of liquidity crashes among investors with different income loadings on the
asset dividend will cause the selling demand to be smaller than the buying demand
and hence stock price increases compared with that in the frictionless market.
This paper is organized as following. Section 2.2 discusses the related literature.
Section 2.3 describes the model in the general framework. Section 2.4 characterizes
the solution of the equilibrium. Section 2.5 analyzes the equilibrium with focus on the
optimal portfolio choice. Section 2.6 studies the asset price implications. Section 2.8
discusses the case where the probability of crash is state dependent. Section 3.7
concludes. The numerical procedures and all the proofs are given in the appendix.
1Some papers argue that the model generated liquidity premium is low relative to the empirical
observed premium(Amihud and Mendelson (1986a), Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1996b), Aiyagari
and Gertler (1991), Constantinides (1986), Heaton and Lucas (1996), Vayanos (1998), and Huang
(2003)). On the other hand, Lo, Mamaysky, and Wang (2004) finds that when investors have
frequent trading need, the existence of a small transaction cost can generate a large liquidity
premium.
2.2 Related Literature
This paper is closely related to Longstaff (2009). In his model, liquid asset can be
traded at all time, but the illiquid asset can only be traded initially, and then there is
a lock-up period of deterministic length right after the initial trading. Investors differ
by their time discount factor. In this framework, the paper shows that the "lock-up"
period could have significant impact on asset valuation and trading volume. Our
paper also studies the liquidity premium, but through a somewhat different channel.
In our paper, both the arrival of the lock-up period and the arrival of recovery are
random, and liquidity discount is a consequence of the fear of the liquidity crashes,
rather than the actual realization of such crisis.
This paper is also closely related to Lo, Mamaysky, and Wang (2004). They
analyze the effect of fixed transaction cost when investors have continuous trading
need. Investors receive non-traded income continuously over time so that in the
frictionless market, they trade continuously to share risks. However, the existence
of transaction costs prevents the continuous risk-sharing trading. They find that
even a small transaction cost can lead to a large non-trading zone and generate a
significant liquidity premium in asset prices. In the presence of transaction cost, the
trading volume is finite (in contrast to the infinite trading volume in the frictionless
continuous time model). The increase of transaction cost, however, only has marginal
effects on trading volume. Our paper compliments theirs by introducing a random
arrival of liquidity dry-up.
Hong and Wang (2000) studies the impact of the periodic market closure. In
their model, investors have continuous trading needs from both risk-sharing motives
and speculative motives, while the market closes and reopens periodically (with
deterministic timing). During the market closure, investors are not able to share
risks, and furthermore, investors' private information will not be reflected by the
price since no trading happens. These effects of time-varying hedging trade and
time-varying information asymmetry can generate a rich pattern in asset returns
and trading volume. Our paper differs from theirs in that in our model, the arrival
of the liquidity crash/ recovery is random. The results in this model are mostly
generated by investors' fear of such liquidity events rather than the realization of
such events.
This paper is also closely related to Huang (2003). In his paper, overlapping-
generations of investors face sudden surprise shock to liquidate their assets and exit
the economy. Investors buy or sell consol bonds to smooth consumption over time.
However, they may need to pay a (proportional) transaction cost to trade assets.
The paper finds that without additional constraints (e.g. limited borrowing), the
liquidity premium is low. Though, both study the impact of liquidity shocks, our
model differs from that in Huang (2003) in a few dimensions. In our model, investors
are infinitely-lived and they trade securities to hedge against their income shocks. In
the event of a liquidity shock, investors still remain in the economy and the liquidity
will revert back with positive probability.
Our paper compliments the literature on market frictions and transaction costs
(Amihud and Mendelson (1986a), Constantinides (1986), Brennan and Subrahmanyam
(1996b), Aiyagari and Gertler (1991) , Heaton and Lucas (1996), Vayanos (1998),
Huang (2003), Acharya and Pedersen (2005b), Huang and Wang (2009), etc). This
paper is also broadly related to the literature of market crashes and the Peso prob-
lem (Rietz (1988), Liu, Longstaff, and Pan (2003), Liu, Pan, and Wang (2005) Barro
(2006), Wachter (2008), Gabaix (2008), Drechsler and Yaron (2008), Gourio (2008),
Ghosh and Julliard (2008), Barro (2009), etc).
2.3 The Model
In this section, we develop a dynamic model to study the impact of potential liquidity
crashes.
Securities. There is one consumption good, which will serve as numeraire. There
are two traded assets: the risky asset and the risk-free bond. The risk-free bond
has a exogenous return of r. The risky asset pays a cumulative dividend Dr, which
follows:
dDt = IDdt + UDdBD,t,
where PD > 0, UD > 0, and BD,t is a one-dimensional Brownian motion. The number
of shares of the risky asset is normalized to be 2. The risky asset in this model is not
necessarily a stock, and it could refer to any asset which has a risky payoff. But for
notational convenience, henceforward in this paper, we use the term "risky asset"
and "stock" inter-changeably.
Agents. There are two agents i = 1, 2. Each agent is endowed with 0" shares of
stocks at time t = 0, with 0'=1  = 2. In the following, we assume that 0' = 0= 1
for symmetry. At each time t, agent i receives a non-traded income. The cumulative
income process Nt is given by:
dNt = (-1)'YtdBN,t,
where BN,t is a Brownian motion with dBN,t - dBD,t = PNDdt (without loss of gener-
ality, we assume pND _ 0). The process Yt follows:
dY = -iYtdt + aydB,t,
where . > 0, ay > 0, and By,t is a Brownian motion independent of BD,t and BN,t.
The assumption that the non-traded incomes of the two agents offset each other
perfectly ensures that there is no aggregate income risk, which allows us to focus
on the impact of market frictions. However, we can readily generalize the model to
include non-trivial aggregate risks. We allow different persistence levels of the non-
traded income shocks. The level of persistence of the income shocks has important
consequence in the impact of liquidity dry-up on asset prices. Intuitively speaking, if
the non-traded income is very transitory (e.g. close to i.i.d.), investors can basically
do very little today to hedge against the income risk in the future, and therefore the
un-realized risk of liquidity jump would have little impact on investors' trading today.
Whereas, if the non-traded risk is very persistent (e.g. close to a random walk), the
dynamic hedging would be important to investors, and therefore, the un-realized risk
of liquidity jump would have large impact on investors' trading today.
Utility. Both agents have the CARA utility with the same time discount p and
0=0 and stock holding 1}oothe same risk aversion a. They choose consumption I{citio and stock holding { }"=o
to maximize:
Eo [j e-pt-acdt1
To ensure finite utility, we impose the parameter constraint:
1ay| <  + -. (2.1)2 r
Liquidity Crash and Recovery. There are two liquidity states: good and bad. In
good liquidity state, investors can trade the risk free bond and the risky asset at no
cost. At each time in the good state, there is a small probability that the liquidity
will dry up, with jump intensity AL (we allow AL to be state dependent). In the
event of liquidity dry-up, the stock market completely freezes up and investors can
only trade bonds. However, liquidity crash is recoverable. At each time in the bad
liquidity state, there is a probability that the liquidity will revert back to normal,
with jump intensity AH.
The assumption that the market closes in the event of liquidity crash is somewhat
strong. But this could be justified if we assume a quick recovery rate (i.e. large AH).
A more realistic assumption is that when liquidity crashes, investors will face a
sudden spike in transaction cost when trading assets. The model in this paper is
a limiting case of this scenario, where the transaction cast jumps to infinity, which
provides an upper bond of the impact of the liquidity crash.
2.4 The Solution of the Equilibrium
We solve the model in two steps. In the first step we take the price process as given
and solve the investors' optimization problems and find the optimal asset holding
under the given price process. In the second step, we find the price process that
clears the market.
The case of the frictionless market, i.e. no probability of liquidity crash (AL = 0),
can be easily solved in closed form. The following proposition characterizes the
equilibrium in this case.
Proposition 1. In the case of the frictionless market (AL = 0), the stock price is a
constant P*, given by:
p = acD
the optimal stock holding of investor i is
O' =1 -PND
and the value function of investor i is of the form e-te- "(rWt+'(Y)), where Wi is
the total wealth in bond and stock, and vLi (Y) = aLY 2 +bLY+CL, with a, bL, and
CL constants.
The proof of this proposition is standard. The stock price can be decomposed
into two terms. The term L_- is the present value of future cash flow discountedr
at the risk-free rate, and the term &a~ is the risk premium for the diffusion shock
dBD,t (henceforward referred to as the dividend risk premium). The optimal stock
holding of investor i is Oe' = 1- P (-1)'Yt. Investors whose income shock positively
correlates with the stock dividend will hold less stock than investors whose income
shock negatively correlates with the stock dividend. In this case, the level or the
volatility of the non-traded income shock Yt has no effect on the stock price since
it can be perfect eliminated through investors risk sharing. Consequently, the stock
price is a constant over time, independent of the level of Y. The dollar stock return
volatility is the same as the volatility of the dividend, and there is no excess return
volatility.
If AL > 0, the stock price will not be independent of the level of the idiosyncratic
risk, even though at the aggregate level, the total non-traded risk is zero. The
intuition is that, out of the fear for a liquidity crash, investors not only need to
hedge the future income risk, but also need to hedge the future liquidity risk. The
liquidity crash, however, will have different impact on investors with different level of
income risks. In particular, investors whose income positively correlates with stock
dividend will be affected differently from investors whose income negatively correlates
with the stock dividend. This impact asymmetry will lead to imperfect risk sharing
in normal times and therefore the market clearing price will depend on the level of
idiosyncratic shocks (we will discuss this intuition in detail later in Section 2.5).
This intuition suggests that the price process is given by PL,t = hL(Yt), where
hL(Y) is a smooth function. We conjecture that the price is in deed of this form and
will later check the market clearing condition. With the conjectured price function
hL(Y), we define the liquid wealth to be part of the investors holding that can be
transfer into consumption goods without any transaction cost. In this specification,
the liquid wealth in the good liquidity state is just the sum of wealth in bonds and
wealth in stocks. In the bad liquidity state, the liquid wealth is only the wealth
in bond. Therefore, in the event of a liquidity jump, the liquid wealth will also
experience a jump. We can write the liquid wealth process as:
dWi = rWtdt + Ot(dPt + dDt - rPtdt) + dNti - c dt. (2.2)
Purely for notional reason, we assume that Pt is zero in the bad liquidity state
(Investors can not trade stocks in bad liquidity state, and the zero stock price is
only for the convenience of writing the wealth process). Notice that under this
notional assumption Pt may have jumps. The following proposition characterizes
the equilibrium.
Proposition 2. (i) The equilibrium price in the good liquidity state is a function of
Yt: Pt = hL (Yt)
(ii) The value function of investor i in the good liquidity state is of the form
-e-pt-a(rw+'v(Yt)), and the value function in the bad liquidity state is of the form
-e - pt-o(rw + (Yt, )) . The functions vL (.), and v(., .) satisfy the following Bellman
equations:2
o dhL I d2hLS min r- p- rlnr +rayvL - ar0 {t D t Y - dY -- 2y - rhL(t)}
Sdv(Y) 1 d2 (Yt) 2a
- -a cy
dY 2 dY 2  Y
+12(r dhL d(Y y) O + r 2 Y 2 + 22 (t) 2 + 2(-1)ir 2 YtDPND}+-a + t r D 2(2 dY dY
+Aig e- a {v(e O Yt)- v' (Yt)-rTehL(W)} 
_ 1},
and
HY , (yti) 1 2 vHi (Yt, Oi)
0 = r - p - rnr+rav - atrO aD 2a y2
1 2,(v(Yt, ) ay) 2 + r2  2 a() 2 + 2(-1)ir2YtaDpND}
H-a{v (Y)-v (Ytt)+rht(t)} - 1}.
(iii) The market clearing condition Ot (Y) +Ot (Y) = 2 determines the stock pricing
function hL (Y).
In general, due to the non-Gaussian nature of the jump shocks, the equilibrium
price function hL(Y) and the Bellman equations for vi(-) and v,(-, -) will not have
close form solutions and numerical techniques have to be employed to find the value
functions and the equilibrium price function. Appendix A.3 gives a detail account
for the numerical procedure.
2Notice that due to the symmetry of investor 1 and 2, the value functions and the price function
satisfy the following symmetry conditions:
hL(Y) = hL(-Y), VjL(Y) = (-Y), (Y,) = (-Y,).
2.5 Analysis of Equilibrium
The presence of a positive probability of liquidity crash prevents investors from per-
fect risk-sharing in the good state. The first order condition for the Bellman equation
implies that, in normal times, the optimal stock holding 0' of investor i is given by:
2 AL ( t O) 20-
SQt r t  D i,L (2.3)UQLL t i A 9'23
thL i(Yt + UQt L e C-?7 (tOz)U2 + Q,t
where 0" ,I , aQ,t, and 77i(Y, 0) are given by:
1 rpNDD()Yt dv' dhL y
IpQ-Qt rTPND D(-l)it - aU2 L t tL17
ar Q,t dY dY
1 8v}I
oiL - 1 {V}:I-rhL(Yt)},
S+ 2 dhL
cQt = _+ dh(
0+JD dY(t))2
qi'(Y, 9) = vH (Y, ) - v (Y) - rhL(Y).
Equation (2.3) has a very intuitive interpretation. The optimal stock holding is
a weighted average of 0 " and 9 ,L. The quantity 0 " can be viewed as the optimal
stock holding conditional on the event that there will not be a liquidity crash next
period, which we refer to as the income hedging component. The quantity ti,L
can be viewed as the optimal stock holding conditional on the event that there
will be a liquidity crash next period, which we referred to as the liquidity hedging
component. The quantity ~qi(Yt, 0~) measures the utility difference before and after
the realization of a liquidity crash. The optimal stock holding is the weighted average
of the income hedging component and the liquidity hedging component. The optimal
weights reflect the probability of the liquidity crash and the size of the utility loss due
to the crash event. Intuitively, in the presence of a possible liquidity crash, investors
choose their optimal stock holding to balance utility in good future states and in bad
future states. There are two issues. Firstly, investors need to determine the optimal
stock holding, Oi,L, conditional on the event that where will be a liquidity crash next
period, and the optimal stock holding, 0't, conditional on the event that there will
not be a liquidity crash next period. Secondly, investors need to find an optimal
stock holding to balance these two possibilities. That is, investors mix OtL and It,
with suitable weights to optimize his utility.
It is easy to see from equation (2.3) that the presence of a potential liquidity
crash will push investors's stock holding away from the otherwise optimal level:
* = 1- D (-1)iYt. This confirms the intuition that the fear of a market shutdown
will lead to sub-optimal risk sharing in normal times.
Using the optimal stock holding equation (2.3), and the market clearing condition,
we can write down the stock price at Y = 0.
Proposition 3. At Y = 0, the stock price in the good liquidity state is:
D 2 h(2.4)hL() = - AL - I D - ar-rhL(O)+cH-vL(O)} (2.4)
where CH is a constant given in Appendix A.2.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the optimal asset holding equation (2.3), to-
gether with the market clearing condition and the fact that hL(Y) is an even func-
tion. OI
The term Y - aa2 is the price P* in the frictionless market. The term in the
parenthesis on the right hand side of equation (2.4) can be viewed as a measure of (
a lower bound of) liquidity jump premium. The liquidity jump premium is related
to the convexity (concavity) of the pricing function in terms of Y. The sign of the
liquidity premium depends on the sign of the second derivative of hL. If h (0) < 0,
the liquidity premium is positive, and if h (0) > 0, the liquidity premium is negative
(we will later show that both cases could in deed happen and liquidity premium
could be either positive or negative).3 The magnitude of the liquidity premium is
related to the volatility of the idiosyncratic risks. More volatile idiosyncratic risks
tend to be associated with larger magnitudes of liquidity premium. This is quite
intuitive since a larger volatility of idiosyncratic risk implies a greater risk-sharing
needs for investors, and a potential market shutdown will thus have a larger impact
on the asset price. 4
Equation (2.3) suggests that the risk of liquidity crash impacts the portfolio choice
of investor i through the income hedging demand 0 "i , the liquidity hedging demand
0BIL, and the potential utility loss in the event of a crash rli(Yt, Oi).
Firstly, we analyze the relative size of the loadings of i',L and 0I" on the idiosyn-
cratic shock Y. The relative size of the loadings is important in that it determines
whether a potential liquidity crash risk will push investors to buy stocks or push
them to sell stocks, compared with the optimal income hedging level. The direction
of this trade will affect the sign of the liquidity premium. It can be shown that
the relative size of the loadings of i,L and 0"I on Yt depends on the persistence of
the shock Y. Assuming the income shock Yt is persistent, a high current Yt will
imply a high future Yt over a long period of time. In the presence of a possible next
period liquidity crash, since investors will not be able to trade in the future, they
will build up more position immediately before the crash so that their position in
3Longstaff (2009) and Vayanos (1998) found similar results that liquid assets could actually be
less valuable than illiquid assets.
4Notice that equation (2.4) is an endogenous relation since h"(0) and vL(O) are both endoge-
nously determined.
stock will help them hedge their persistent income shock in the period of market
shutdowns. Hence their optimal liquidity hedging demand should load more on Y
than the optimal income hedging demand.
Secondly, we analyze the relative size of the weights different investors put on
incoming hedging and liquidity hedging. Equation (2.3) shows that these weights
are determined by the potential utility loss in the event of a crash ri(Yt, Ot). One can
show that, in general, at the optimal, a liquid crash leads to a large utility damage
to those investors whose non-traded income shock loads positively on the dividend
shocks than to those investors whose non-traded income shock loads negatively on the
dividend shocks . This is quite intuitive. A negative correlation between the income
shocks and the dividend shocks provides a natural diversification. Therefore, in the
event of a liquidity crash, investors whose income shocks negatively correlates with
asset dividend tend to be better off due to the diversification effect. An immediate
consequence is that, in the equilibrium, the investor whose non-traded income loads
positively on dividend shocks will put more weight on 0,'L because they incur larger
loss in the event of a crash and hence care more about the optimal stock holding in
the crash state.
Finally, we put these two elements together and analyze the asset price implica-
tion. Assuming the non-traded shock is persistent, the optimal stock holding con-
ditional on crash next period, OtL has more loadings on Yt than the optimal stock
holding conditional on no crash next period, 0' I . Therefore, compared with the
frictionless market, those investors whose non-traded income loads positively on div-
idend shocks will further reduce the stock holding per unit of Yt, and those investors
whose non-traded income loads negatively on dividend shocks will further increase
the stock holding per unit of Y. However, since those investors whose non-traded
income loads positively on dividend shocks will put more weight on the crash possi-
bility, the desired amount of stock holding increase will be smaller than the desired
amount of stock holding decrease, and therefore, the overall effect is a net stock sell
and the stock price falls.
An important message from the analysis in the previous paragraphs is that in
our model, the asset price implication of the liquidity crash risk is a consequence of
the asymmetry among the impact of the realized liquidity event on investors with
different level of idiosyncratic shocks. This asymmetry lead to different liquidity
hedging among investors, which lead to different buying/selling demand and the
price changes.
Figure 2-1: Equilibrium Price for Transitory Income Shocks
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Model Parameters: a = 1.50, p = 0.10, r = 0.15, . = 0.30, ay = 0.50, aD = 0.28,
PND = 0.95, AD = 0.04, AH = 0.00. P* = 0.149. P* is the stock price in the frictionless
market.
Although in the above analysis, we conclude that the risk of liquidity crash could
reduce asset price and lead to a positive liquidity premium, interestingly, the opposite
could also occur and the liquidity crash risk may increase the asset price and lead
to a negative liquidity premium5 . This could happen when the idiosyncratic shocks
are very transitory. In this case, building up positions right before the liquidity
crash will not be very helpful for investors to hedge the future income risks, since
future income shocks have little to do with current income shocks. Therefore, in
this case, the magnitude of the loading of the liquidity hedging 9 ',L on Yt could
be less than the loading of the income hedging 9~1,. Investors with positive income
loading on dividend shocks will decrease their stock holding loadings on Yt and hence
want to buy stocks, and investors with positive income loading on dividend shocks
will increase their stock holding loadings on Yt and hence want to sell stocks. The
asymmetry of impact of liquidity crash on these two types of investors will then lead
to a net stock buy and hence the stock price increases. 6 Figure 2-1 illustrate this
point. The mean-reverting parameter of the idiosyncratic shock is set to be r. = 0.3 so
the shock is fairly transitory. The recovery probability is set to be zero to maximize
the price imact. The figure plots the price function against Y for different levels of
crash probability. The price in normal times is higher than that in the frictionless
market and is increasing in the crash probability.
2.6 Asset Price Implications
A. Price Discount
Panel (a) in Figure 2-2 plots the equilibrium stock price hL(Y) normalized by the
frictionless price P* against the level of the income shock Yt when the probability of
5Longstaff (2009) and Vayanos (1998) found similar results that liquid assets could actually be
less valuable than illiquid assets under certain conditions.
6Lemma 2 in the Appendix A.2 gives a proof for the above discussion in the case where there is
no recovery (AH = 0).
Figure 2-2: Equilibrium Price: AL = 0.01
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PND = 0.95, IAD = 0.04, AL = 0.010. P* = 0.149. P* is the stock price in the frictionless
market. The standard deviation of Yt in its stationary distribution is Var[Yt] = 1.768.
crash is small AL = 0.01, for several values of the recovery probability. And Panel (a)
in Figure 2-3 provides similar graph when the probability of crash is AL = 0.05. The
stock price is lower than then the price in the frictionless market. The price decreases
as the probability of liquidity crash (AL) increases, and increases as the probability
of recovery (AH) increases. The stock price depends on the level of the idiosyncratic
shock and is thus time-varying. The price as a function of the magnitude of the
income shocks IYt is decreasing. The larger the size of the idiosyncratic shock,
the lower the stock price. This reflects the fact that the liquidity crash risk has
more impact when the need for risk-sharing is higher. The liquidity discount could
be economically large, especially when the idiosyncratic shock is large. Even for a
small probability of crash with AL = 0.01 and a relative large probability of recovery
AH = 0.2, the stock can be traded more than 2% below its frictionless value when
Figure 2-3: Equilibrium Price: AL = 0.05
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Model Parameters: a = 1.50, p = 0.10, r = 0.15, x = 0.04, ay = 0.50, aD = 0.28,
PND = 0.95, ID = 0.04, AL = 0.050. P* = 0.149. P* is the stock price in the frictionless
market. The standard deviation of Yt in its stationary distribution is /Var [Y]j = 1.768.
the idiosyncratic shock is 1 standard deviation away from its mean. This discount
increases to 5% when the probability of crash is AL = 0.05. Since the level of ID only
affects the level of the fundamental price but not risk premiums, to get a better sense
the size of the liquidity premium, we can compare the liquidity risk premium with
the dividend risk premium (which is given by a2%). Panel (b)s of Figure 2-2 and
Figure 2-3 plot the ratio of the liquidity risk premium and the dividend risk premium.
With AL = 0.01, the liquidity discount can be as high as 5% of the dividend risk
premium. And with AL = 0.05, this ratio increases to 15%.
B. Time-Varying Expected Return and Volatility
In contrast to the frictionless market, the stock price is time-varying in the presence
of a possible liquidity crash, which leads to a time-varying expected return. We define
Figure 2-4: Conditional Mean and Volatility of Excess Asset Return
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market. The standard deviation of Yt in its stationary distribution is /V~[1 ] = 1.768.
excess return as .. We use pq to denote the drift of dQt and .to denote the
conditional volatility of dQt. The dollar conditional expected excess return is defined
to be the drift of dQt and the percentage conditional expected excess return is defined
to be the drift of dQtPt
In the case of frictionless market, the conditional expected excess return in dollar
amount and in percentage are both constant over time: JQ. = PD - rP* = ar,
and ' = P -Dar 2 . The conditional volatility of the excess return is the volatility
P D p-araD
of the dividend aD.
In the presence of a potential liquidity crash, the conditional expected excess
return will no longer be constant over time. The level of idiosyncratic risk will drive
the expected return. A higher level of idiosyncratic risk means a larger impact of
Figure 2-5: Trading Activity
Model Parameters: a = 1.50, p = 0.10, r = 0.15, r = 0.04, ay = 0.50, 7D = 0.28,
PND = 0.95, I'D = 0.04, AL = 0.050. P* = 0.149. P* is the stock price in the frictionless
market. The standard deviation of Yt in its stationary distribution is /Var[Yt] = 1.768.
Trading activity is proxied by the conditional volatility of the optimal stock holding. The
trading activity in the frictionless case is 1.69.
the potential liquidity crash and investors thus demand higher risk premium in stock
return. Moreover, the variation of stock price will add an extra source of volatility in
the stock return other than the dividend variation so that the stock return becomes
more volatile. Panel (a) of Figure 2-4 plots the difference between the conditional
percentage expected stock return in the friction case and in the frictionless case,
against the level of the idiosyncratic shock Yt, and panel (b) plots the conditional
volatility of the percentage return normalized by the conditional volatility in the
frictionless case. Both the conditional mean and volatility are increasing in the level
of the idiosyncratic shock IYI. They are decreasing in the probability of recovery. The
liquidity premium in the stock return could be large, especially when the idiosyncratic
shock is high. For example, assuming a expected recovery period of 5 years, the
liquidity premium in the stock return could be more than 2% when the idiosyncratic
shock is one standard deviation from its mean.
C. Trading Activity
The risk of liquidity crash will also have trading volume implications. In our con-
tinuous time model, we use the conditional volatility of investors' stock holding as a
proxy for trading activity (In equilibrium, the two investors hold the opposite exces-
sive position so the conditional volatility of optimal holdings of the two agents are
the same). Figure 2-5 plots the trading activity against Y. We see that the in the
presence of a potential liquidity shock, investors trade less stocks (in the graph, the
value of the trading activity in the frictionless market is a constant at 1.69). The
trading activity reduction is more with a smaller probability of recovery. Moreover,
investors expected to trade less when their income shock is large. This is consistent
with the intuition that when there is the risk of liquidity crash, investors could not
achieve optimal risk sharing in norm times and they react less to their idiosyncratic
income shocks.
2.7 Impact of Probabilities of Crash and Recovery
The effect of liquidity crash risks depends heavily on the two probabilities: the
probability of liquidity crash (AL) and the probability of liquidity recovery (AH).
Intuitively, as the probability of crash increases, investors fear more of the market
shutdown. As the probability of recovery increases, the expected duration of the
liquidity crash decreases and the effect of the risk is smaller.
Table 2.1 reports the simulated moments for different crash probabilities and
recovery probabilities. The simulated moments include: the liquidity price premium
normalized by the frictionless price, the price volatility normalized by the frictionless
price, and the average of the liquidity premium in percentage stock return (defined
as the percentage excess stock return in the friction case minus the percentage excess
stock return in the frictionless market).
We can see from the table that impact of the crash is increasing in AL and
decreasing in AH. The simulated quantities are increasing along the AL direction
and decreasing along the AH direction. The liquidity impact can be economically
significant. We could focus on the two scenarios: very infrequent but very severe
liquidity crashes, and more frequent but less severe liquidity crashes. For the first
scenario, we could look at the crash probability of AL = 0.03 so that the liquidity
event happens on average once in every 33 years. In this case, if the expected recovery
period is 5 years (AH = 0.2), the stock on average will be traded at 3.8% below the
frictionless price, the liquidity premium can be 4.8% of the risk premium coming
from the fundamentals, and the liquid premium in stock return can be over 1%. For
the second scenario, we could look at the crash probability of AL = 0.1 so that the
liquidity event happens on average once in every 10 years. In this case, the average
impact of the liquidity event of asset prices and returns is fairly small if we assume
that the recovery period is less than one year (AH > 1). In this respect, investors
fear more the infrequent but severe liquidity crash than a more frequent but mild
event. Furthermore, under the constant jump intensity assumption, the impact of
the liquidity jump risk on the price volatility and the return volatility seems to be
small for reasonable numbers of crash and recovery probabilities.
The impact of the risk of liquidity crash also crucially depends on the persistence
of the idiosyncratic shock Y. Investors fear the market shutdown because it will
prevent them from future risk sharing. A more persistent idiosyncratic shock will
amplify this fear because once the liquidity event happens, a persistent shock will
have a longer impact on the future income. Therefore, investors react more to the
persistence shock and the asset price implication is more salient. Table 2.2 reports
the same simulated moments as in Table 2.1, but with a less persistence income shock
where K = 0.08. The magnitude of the liquidity crash impact is much smaller in this
case than in the case of i, = 0.04. For example, when AL = 0.03 and AH = 0.2, the
stock is traded on average only 1.3% below the frictionless market price (vs. 3.8%
when r = 0.04), and the liquidity premium in stock return is only 0.35% (vs. 1.02%
when r = 0.04).
2.8 State Dependent Probability of Crash
The probability of crash is not necessarily constant over time. It is likely that the
crash probability depends on the level of the income shocks: when the shocks from
income are low, the likelihood of liquidity crash could be small, but when the shocks
from income are high, the likelihood of liquidity crash could be large. In this section,
we discuss the case of the state dependent crash probabilities. For simplicity we
assume that the probability of recovery is constant, but the probability of the crash
is a function of the size of Yt, i.e.
AL = AL(IYtJ),
where AL(-) is a non-negative function. To capture the feature that the probability
of crash is high when the income shock is large, we assume that the function AL(.)
is increasing.
The assumption that the probability of crash is increasing in the level of the
income shock has asset allocation implications. From equation 2.3, in the case of the
state dependent jump intensity, we see that when IYt is large, investors put larger
Table 2.1: Simulated
e- = nA
Moments for Constant Probability of Crash and Recovery:
.v v-
Model Parameters: a = 1.50, p = 0.10, r = 0.15, r = 0.04, ay = 0.50, aD = 0.28,
PND = 0.95, AD = 0.04. P* = 0.149. P* is the stock price where there is no possibility of
crash.
AH
0.050 0.100 0.200 0.500 1.000 1.500 2.000
AL Mean of Normalized Liquidity Premium
E[ P ] (%)
0.010 5.129 3.430 1.439 0.153 0.048 0.023 -0.018
0.030 12.326 8.524 3.803 0.459 0.125 0.058 0.001
0.050 17.530 12.357 5.734 0.745 0.198 0.092 0.020
0.100 26.387 19.096 9.401 1.383 0.368 0.174 0.075
AL Normalized Price Volatility
/Var[P]/P* (%)
0.010 0.977 0.897 0.566 0.043 0.001 0.004 0.006
0.030 1.461 1.641 1.264 0.117 0.001 0.004 0.004
0.050 1.497 1.941 1.698 0.181 0.001 0.004 0.003
0.100 1.287 2.164 2.305 0.309 0.004 0.004 0.003
AL Mean of Return Liquidity Premium
E[L-] - E[-. * ] (%)
0.010 1.399 0.919 0.377 0.040 0.012 0.006 -0.005
0.030 3.641 2.417 1.025 0.119 0.032 0.015 0.000
0.050 5.503 3.658 1.580 0.193 0.051 0.024 0.005
0.100 9.276 6.124 2.701 0.362 0.096 0.045 0.019
Table 2.2: Simulated
K = 0.08
Moments for Constant Probability of Crash and Recovery:
AH
0.050 0.100 0.200 0.500 1.000 1.500 2.000
AL Mean of Normalized Liquidity Premium
E[P ~] (%)
0.010 1.696 1.099 0.468 0.097 0.048 -0.003 0.004
0.030 4.218 2.841 1.316 0.293 0.118 0.016 0.014
0.050 6.110 4.212 2.043 0.477 0.178 0.041 0.025
0.100 9.391 6.706 3.492 0.891 0.307 0.108 0.059
AL Normalized Price Volatility
vYar[P]/P* (%)
0.010 0.288 0.230 0.106 0.004 0.001 0.007 0.004
0.030 0.564 0.494 0.252 0.015 0.001 0.005 0.007
0.050 0.687 0.643 0.352 0.023 0.003 0.004 0.008
0.100 0.797 0.823 0.503 0.040 0.006 0.003 0.007
AL Mean of Return Liquidity Premium
E[-] - E[ *] (%)
0.010 0.459 0.296 0.125 0.026 0.013 -0.001 0.001
0.030 1.171 0.778 0.354 0.078 0.031 0.004 0.004
0.050 1.731 1.170 0.554 0.127 0.047 0.011 0.007
0.100 2.756 1.913 0.962 0.238 0.082 0.029 0.016
Model Parameters: a = 1.50, p = 0.10, r = 0.15, K = 0.08, ay = 0.50, rD = 0.28,
PND = 0.95, UD = 0.04. P* = 0.149. P* is the stock price where there is no possibility of
crash.
Figure 2-6: Equilibrium with State Dependent Crash Probability: AL(Y) = 0.01 +
0.01i
hL(Y) P*-h,(Y)
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Model Parameters: a = 1.50, p = 0.10, r = 0.15, n = 0.04, ay = 0.50, 0 D = 0.28,
PND = 0.95, pD = 0.04. P* = 0.149. P* is the stock price in the frictionless market.
weight on the liquidity hedging demand (compared with the case of constant AL). The
intuition in section 2.5 suggests that the liquidity crash affects the stock price through
the different impact level of the realized crash among investors with different level of
idiosyncratic incomes. In particular, the liquidity downward jump has a larger utility
affect on investors whose income shock is positively related to the stock dividend.
A state dependent probability of crash will in fact amplify this impact asymmetry,
which will lead to a larger price change when the size of the idiosyncratic shock is
larger. The intuition is as following. If the crash probability is increasing in the
magnitude of Yt, a larger income shock means a higher probability of liquidity crash.
Therefore, compared with the constant jump intensity case, investors whose income
shock positively correlates with the stock dividend will put even more weight on the
liquidity hedging demand than investors whose income shock negatively correlates
Table 2.3: Simulated Quantities in the Case of State Dependent Probability of Crash:
,L(Y) = 0.01 + 0.01 - IYI/7
AH E[PP- ] (%) E[ (%) Var [] (%) E[- -- ] (%)
0.000 11.851 15.023 2.969 3.645
0.050 8.561 10.851 2.844 2.543
0.100 5.996 7.600 2.561 1.734
0.200 2.740 3.473 1.686 0.765
Model Parameters: a = 1.50, p = 0.10, r = 0.15, n = 0.04, ay = 0.50, aD = 0.28,
PND = 0.95, AUD = 0.04. P* = 0.149. P* is the stock price in the frictionless market.
with the stock dividend. This in turn implies that, assuming a fairly persistent
income shock, the selling demand is even larger than the buying demand which leads
to a lower stock price.
An immediate corollary of the above discussion is that the state dependent proba-
bility of crash will increase the concavity of the pricing function as Y. It will amplify
the size of the liquidity premium , as well as the magnitude of the price volatility.
Figure 2-6 provides the graphs of equilibrium price when the probability of crash
is a function of Y: AL(Y) = 0.01 + 0.01 - - . The specification of this function is
somewhat ad hoc. Notice that Y is the standard deviation of Yt in its stationary
distribution. This specification implies that for every extra standard deviation away
from its mean, the probability of crash increases by 0.01. We can compare Figure 2-
6 with Figure 2-2 where the probability of crash is constant at 0.01. The graph of
stock price in the state dependent crash probability is significantly thinner than that
of constant probability. This suggest both a higher liquidity premium and a higher
stock price volatility.
Table 2.3 reports the simulated moments in the case of state dependent crash
probability. We can compare these numbers with numbers in Table 2.1. For the
same recovery probability, the liquidity premium is significantly higher than the
case of constant crash probability. For example, with the recovery probability at
AH = 0.20, the mean of the normalized liquidity premium(E[ -- ]) in the state
dependent probability case is 2.75% as opposed to 1.43% in the constant probability
case. The impact of state dependent crash probability on the price volatility is more
salient. In the table, the normalized price volatilities are almost three times larger
in the state dependent probability case than those in the constant probability case,
with the same level of recovery speed. For example, at AH = 0.2, the simulated
normalized volatility is 1.68% in the the state dependent probability case vs 0.52%,
in the constant probability case. This suggests that a state dependent probability of
crash could be a useful channel to generate excess volatility.
2.9 Conclusion
Financial markets have experienced sudden liquidity shocks in the past. During the
liquidity crisis, it becomes difficult to trade assets, and sometimes certain markets
even freeze up and investors find themselves difficult to get out of their positions. For
example, during the crisis starting in 2007, the market for the Structured Investment
Vehicles (SIVs) seized up in later part of 2007 and never recovered. The LIBOR
spread was so high after the collapse of Lehman Brothers that the interbank lending
market effectively shut down temporarily.
Such liquidity crashes impact people's investment decisions, trading behaviors,
and consequently affect asset prices, even if there is little change in the asset funda-
mentals. During such liquidity events, many of the important functions of financial
markets are interrupted. Investors may find it very difficult to share risks, the infor-
mation flow may stop, and the price discovery process may be disrupted. Moreover,
the surprise nature of the liquidity dry-ups also impacts the market before the ma-
terialization of the crisis and has asset price and trading consequences in normal
times when the market liquidity is good. Investors fear the disastrous liquidity crash
and in anticipation of these potential crisis, they adjust their portfolios accordingly
before crashes happen.
This paper proposes a continuous time model where investors face the risk of
potential market liquidity crises. We focus our analysis on the ex ante impact of
such liquidity crash risks on asset prices and trading behavior in normal times before
the crash happens. The paper finds that investors choose optimal portfolio not only
to hedge the risk of the asset fundamentals, but also to hedge the risk of the liquidity
crash. The liquidity hedging demand reflects the size of ex post damage in the event
of the liquidity dry-up. Such liquidity hedging reduces investors' ability to share
risks in normal times and investors will bear idiosyncratic risks that otherwise could
be perfectly eliminated. Consequently, asset prices are not only affected by the level
of aggregate risks, but also by the level of idiosyncratic risks. This will generate a
time-varying asset price and generate a rich pattern of return dynamics even if there
are no aggregate risks. The conditional moments of asset returns could be driven
by risks that are not systematic. The impact of the liquid crash risk depends on
the persistence level of investors income shocks. In general, the more persistent the
income shock, the larger the price impact. Interestingly, when investors income risks
are very transitory, the liquidity hedging could even generate a negative liquidity
premium in asset prices (similar to results in Vayanos (1998) and Longstaff (2009)).
This paper is a pilot project and can be extended in a number of directions. The
assumption that in the event of a liquidity crash, the market completely shuts down
is in general strong. A more realistic assumption would be to impose a large but
finite transaction cost when the liquidity is in the crash state. Also, in this paper, we
assume that the arrival of the liquidity crash is purely random and exogenous, while
in reality, such arrival could be linked to certain economic conditions. Therefore it
would be very interesting to develop a model where the crash happens endogenously.
These will be directions for future research.
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Chapter 3
How Does Illiquidity Affect the
Extreme Risk of Hedge Funds
3.1 Introduction
The study of the hedge funds has become one of the major topics in the finance
literature. Hedge funds are privately organized, lightly regulated asset management
firms that employ a variety of strategies, including short sale and options. One
principal difference between hedge funds and traditional asset management firms
is that hedge fund managers have the primary goal of an "absolute" return, or a
target rate of return, irrespective of the market performance. For many years, risk
management seemed to be of secondary importance. Managers were rarely willing
to spend the time or money for active risk controls. However this absence of risk
management has changed in the past years. In particular, the collapse of the Long
Term Capital management (LTCM) forced many investors to weight the risk against
the high returns, and to demand transparency of risk profiles of hedge funds. Today,
risk management has become one of the essential part of hedge funds.
Value at risk (VaR) is one of the most important measures of risk for traditional
investment vehicle. It reports the maximum possible loss for a given confidence
interval and reflects the tail risk of asset returns. More precisely, assume an asset
has stochastic return fR. Given a confidence level, say, 99%, the VaR at 99% is
defined to be
VaR 99% := R99%
where R 99% satisfies
Prob(R < R 99%) = 1 - 99%.
Though only recently introduced, VaR has become one of the most widely ac-
cepted measures for risk management (e.g. Jorion (1997) ). Various authors have
been using VaR to analyze the return of hedge funds. Jorion (2000) uses VaR to
study a single fund. Gupta and Liang (2005) computes the VaR of hedge funds using
a extreme value approach and finds that VaR is a better proxy for hedge fund risks
than traditional measures like volatility.
However, Lo (2001) questions the validility of VaR in hedge fund returns. He
argues that due to the unique risk aspect of hedge fund, e.g. the survivorship bias,
the dynamic risk analytics, nonlinearities, and liquidity and credit, the use of VaR
is problematic. Lo outlines an ambitious research agenda to address these issues. In
this paper, we aim to address one of these issues and study the impact of illiquidity
on the tail risk of hedge fund returns.
Getmansky, Lo, and Makarov (2004) documents that monthly return of hedge
funds are highly autocorrelated with an average first order autocorrelation coefficient
of around 0.3. The existence of this high autocorrelation itself suggests that either
there are liquidity constraints (like non-sychronous recording), or there are return
smoothing. They suggest that the autocorrelation can be viewed as a proxy for
illiquidity.
In this paper we propose an approach to compute the VaR taking the liquidity
risk into account. We use the smoothing model developed by Getmansky, Lo, and
Makarov (2004) to estimate the "real" and "liquid" month return. Then we use the
extreme value theory method to compute the VaR. Our approach is different from
existing methods (e.g. Gupta and Liang (2005) ) in that existing VaR methods do not
take into account of the liquidity risk. Laporte (2003) recently suggested an liqiudity
adjusted VaR, which decompose the total VaR into market Var, liquidity VaR and
correlation effects. Our model differs from Laporte's model, partly in that Laporte
uses hedge fund index, which is not quite so reliable due to the diversification of hedge
fund strategies. The existing VaR methods have the possibility of underestimating
the true risk of hedge fund. Our model emphasizes the role of the "true return" that
may not be reflected in the observed returns due to smoothing or non-synchronous
trading.
This paper is generally related to the literature of liquidity and asset pricing
(Diamond and Dybvig (1983), Glosten and Milgrom (1985), Kyle (1985), Amihud
and Mendelson (1986b), Glosten and Harris (1988), Grossman and Miller (1988),
Amihud and Mendelson (1993), Shleifer and Vishny (1992), Brenna and Subrah-
manyam (1995), Hart (1995), Brennan and Subrahmanyam (1996a), Brennan, Chor-
dia, and Subrahmanyam (1998), Chordia, Roll, and Subrahmanyam (2000), Has-
brouck (2001), Huberman and Halka (2001), Amihud (2002), Gromb and Vayanos
(2002), Duffie and Pederson (2003), Acharya and Pedersen (2005a), and Brunner-
meier and Pederson (2005) ).
The paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the data set used in the
paper. Section 3.3 discusses summary statistics and properties of hedge fund return
distributions. Section 3.4 specifies the model, summarizes the extreme value theory,
and states the method for estimating the VaR. Section 3.5 reports and analyzes the
estimation results. Section 3.6 discusses the impact of fat tails on extreme risks.
Section 3.7 concludes.
3.2 Data
We use the hedge fund dataset from TASS Management Limited. The TASS data
set contains monthly returns for 3470 live funds, and 2225 dissolved funds, as of June
30, 2005. The first reported monthly return was in 1977 and 1978 for some dead
fund. The total asset under management for live funds listed in TASS accounts for
about 1/2 of the total asset under management across all hedge funds.
There are several listed reason why a fund dropped out of the TASS data base:
Fund closed to New Investment(0.32%), Fund Dormant(4%), Fund has Merged into
another entity(3.07%), Fund liquidated ( 52.75%), Fund no longer reporting to TASS
(30%), TASS has been unable to contact the man (7.53%), and unknown (6%). In
this paper we will use "dead fund", or "graveyard fund" to refer to all the funds
which have dropped out of the TASS database, and use "liquidated fund" to refer to
fund which has been dropped out of the TASS because of liquidation.
We use funds with at least 60 reported monthly returns. This leaves us with 1458
live funds and 747 dead funds. The 5 year filtering criterion may introduce some
survival bias in our analysis, but the existence of dead fund data will help to mitigate
this problem to some degree.
TASS also categorizes all hedge funds into 11 styles: Convertible Arbitrage, Ded-
icated Short Bias, Emerging Markets, Equity Market Neutral, Event Driven, Fixed
Income Arbitrage, Fund of Funds, Global Macro, Long/Short Equity Hedge, Man-
Table 3.1: Descriptive statistics for Hedge Fund Returns: Live Funds
Live Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005
Style No. Perct. Mean Std. Skew Kurt pi P2 P3
Convertible Arbitrage 59 4.05 0.79 1.84 -0.27 5.12 0.41 -0.03 0.07
Dedicated Short Bias 14 0.96 0.02 7.13 -0.49 6.95 0.06 -0.01 0.01
Emerging Markets 102 7.00 1.24 7.11 -0.72 10.80 0.19 -0.03 -0.00
Equity Market Neutral 61 4.18 0.72 2.51 0.29 5.86 0.05 0.09 0.08
Event Driven 142 9.74 0.95 2.33 -0.41 9.16 0.21 0.03 0.06
Fixed Income Arbitrage 41 2.81 0.78 2.28 -2.30 23.10 0.22 0.04 0.02
Fund of Funds 320 21.95 0.73 2.09 -0.19 8.78 0.23 0.00 0.00
Global Macro 52 3.57 0.95 3.98 0.37 6.09 0.05 -0.01 0.04
Long/Short Equity Hedge 486 33.33 1.11 4.85 0.29 6.88 0.14 0.01 0.02
Managed Futures 126 8.64 0.82 5.90 0.05 4.73 0.03 -0.07 -0.00
Other 55 3.77 0.90 2.90 -0.13 12.86 0.20 0.07 0.06
pl, P2 and p3 are the autocorrelation coefficients.
aged Futures and Other.
3.3 Descriptive Statistics: Fat Tails and Serial Cor-
relations
Table 3.1, and Table 3.2 give the basic statistics of live and dead fund in TASS with
at least 5 years of month return data.
We can see from the summary statistics that that hedge fund monthly returns in
general have very "fat tails". The average kurtosis of funds far exceeds 3( the kurtosis
of standard normal distribution). The Fixed Income Arbitrage has a particular high
average kurtosis: 23.10 for live funds and 21.85 for graveyard funds. Emerging
market( 10.85 for live fund and for 11.91 graveyard fund), Event Driven (9.16 for
live funds and 8.38 for graveyard funds) and Fund of Funds( 8.78 for live funds and
Table 3.2: Descriptive statistics for Hedge Fund Returns: Graveyard Funds
Style
Convertible _
Dedicated Sh
Emerging Ma
Equity Mark
Event Driven
Fixed Incom
Fund of Fund
Global Macr
Long/Short I
Managed Fut
Other
Graveyard Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005
No. Perct. Mean Std. Skew Kurt Pl
Arbitrage 23 3.08 0.75 2.41 -0.55 11.27 0.27
ort Bias 9 1.20 0.07 5.74 -0.03 4.48 0.08
arkets 54 7.23 0.40 7.97 -1.38 11.91 0.16
et Neutral 24 3.21 0.67 2.67 0.09 4.93 0.13
56 7.50 0.76 3.09 -0.78 8.38 0.21
e Arbitrage 26 3.48 0.70 3.07 -2.60 21.89 0.21
Is 139 18.61 0.51 4.19 -0.37 7.43 0.15
o 51 6.83 0.44 5.60 0.01 6.24 0.07
Equity Hedge 183 24.50 1.00 6.39 -0.32 6.49 0.11
ures 130 17.40 0.51 6.99 -0.16 7.00 -0.02
6 0.80 0.78 3.80 -1.15 11.71 0.06
P2
0.07
-0.03
-0.00
-0.02
0.03
0.10
-0.01
-0.06
0.02
-0.04
0.01
P3
0.02
-0.07
0.00
0.06
0.05
0.05
-0.00
-0.03
0.01
-0.01
0.01
Pl, P2 and P3 are the autocorrelation coefficients.
7.43 for graveyard funds) all have significantly high kurtosis.
This suggests that the distribution of hedge fund monthly returns is not normal.
The tails are fat. If we use the assumption that returns are normal to compute tail
risks (e.g. VaR), we will in general have underestimates.
We also see from the summary statistics that monthly returns are highly auto-
correlated. For the live funds, the average first order autocorrelation of Convertible
Arbitrage is 41%, which is very high in any standard. Even Drive, Fixed Income
Arbitrage and Fund of Funds all have average first order autocorrelation above 20%.
Hedge fund managers are generally regarded as one of the smartest group of man-
agers in financial industry. This high level of serial correlation suggests that the
autocorrelation of hedge fund returns could not be easily arbitraged away.
Getmansky, Lo, and Makarov (2004) documents this high serial correlation of
hedge funds. They suggest that this level of high serial correlation may be the result
of liquidity constraint or return smoothing. Their paper points out that one of the
possible source of liquidity constraints is the non-synchronous trading. Due to the
illiquidity of the underlying assets, the recorded price does not reflect the true value
of the asset (the lag effect). Lo and Mackinlay (1990) proposes a model to study
the impact of non-synchronous trading on autocorrelation. They show that under
factor risk assumptions, the n-th order monthly autocorrelation of a well-diversified
portfolio is given by:
(1 - pq)pnq-q+l
q(1- p2) - 2p(1 - pq)'
where q is the number of trading days in a month, p is the probability of non-trading
each day. Table 3.3 gives the estimate of the daily probability of non-trading as a
function of monthly autocorrelation.
From the Table 3.3, we see that for an monthly autocorrelation of 0.20, the daily
non-trading probability will have to be 0.86, with an expected non-trading duration
of 6.26 days! Therefore, non-synchronous trading alone may not be able to generate
such high autocorrelation in hedge fund returns.
3.4 The Model
3.4.1 The Underlying Return
In this paper, we use moving averages to model hedge fund returns. In particular,
we assume that the observed hedge fund return is a moving average (MA(q)) of the
underlying "real" or "true" returns.' Let R? be the observed monthly return for a
hedge fund. We assume that the observed return R? is the moving average of the
'We adopt this specification from Getmansky, Lo and Makarov (2004) Getmansky, Lo, and
Makarov (2004).
Table 3.3: Daily non-trading probability and monthly autocorrelation
Autocorrelation Daily Prob. of Non-trading
0.62
0.76
0.83
0.86
0.89
0.90
0.92
0.93
0.94
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
1.00
Days of non-trading
1.62
3.25
4.76
6.26
7.81
9.48
11.33
13.41
15.82
18.65
22.05
26.27
31.63
38.73
48.63
63.41
87.97
136.99
278.20
Monthly
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.35
0.40
0.45
0.50
0.55
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.75
0.80
0.85
0.90
0.95
underlying "real" return Rt:
R = OoRt + O1R _l- + -.. + OqRt-q, (3.1)
where il, 9i = 1. We assume that the underlying returns Rt are i.i.d.
Using the observed data on R?, we can use the standard MA(q) model to esti-
mated the the coefficients 0i. We then can calculate the underlying return Rt using
the observed data on RF and the estimated coefficients 01,.. q*.2
3.4.2 VaR
Value at Risk (VaR) is a common measure in practice to estimate the maximal loss
a fund can have. Let a be a confidence level (e.g. a = 0.99), the VaR at a level is a
number x(a) such that
Prob(Return < x(a)) = 1- a.
2 To calculate the underlying return Rt is equivalent to estimate the white noise in the MA(q)
model. Given the observed data {R}Tl , we first use maximal likelihood method to estimate
coefficients 01,... 9 . Then setting Ri 1 and 4 to their long term mean E(R?), we can solve for
R?, for for t = 1,..., T from the following T linear equations:
R? = oRt +01Rt-1+...+0qRt-q, for t = 1,...,T
There are two types of error in this calculation of R ° . First is the error from setting R ° 1 and 4 to
their long term mean E(R). We can easily show that as long as the underlying MA(q) is invertible,
this type of error decays exponentially as t becomes large. The second type of error arise from the
estimation error of the coefficients 01,... q. One can show that if the MA(q) process is invertible,
the second type of error is of the same order as the estimation error of 01,... 0q. In the model in
this paper, we find that almost all (greater than 99%) estimated MA(2) models are invertible, and
the most of the asymptotic variance of the estimated values are also small (less than 10% of the
estimated value of 0i).
In other words, |x(a)l is the cutoff loss at a a confidence level. VaR captures the
maximal loss a fund can incur.
If returns are normal with mean zero and standard deviation UR. Then the 99%
VaR is
2.36 x oR. (3.2)
If returns are not normal, as is suggested by the real data, the above standard
deviation based formula will not be accurate. Usually financial returns have fat
tails, therefore the above standard deviation based formula will underestimate the
true Value-at-Risk.
A modified moment-based VaR approach proposes the following formula for VaR
(e.g. Favre and Galeano (2002)):
z 2 - 1 z3 -3z 2z 3 - 5zVaR. = E(R) + [z + KS -  - S2]a6 24 36
where z = Normalcdf(-a), S = skewness, and K = kurtosis. This modified VaR
works well for modest value of skewness and kurtosis, but fails if the distribution
of returns is far away from normal distribution. The better approach will be the
extreme value theory.
There is a large literature on how to compute the VaR of various financial returns
( e.g. Bali (2003) and Longin (2000) , etc). The key idea is to use the extreme value
theory. Here we briefly summarize the central results in this area.
3.4.3 Extremely Value Theory and VaR
Let F(x) be the cumulative distribution function of a random variable R and w(F)
be the right end point of F(i.e w(F) = sup{x E ROF(x) < 1}. For a u < w(F),
define F[lU(x) be the conditional cdf for R conditional on the event R > u, i.e.
F[lu(x) = Prob(R < xjR > u), x > u.
Bayes' Law implies that
F(x) - F(u)
1 - F(u) '
We have the following main result from extremely value theory (Leadbetter ,
Lindgren and Rootzen (1983) Leadbetter, Lindgren, and Rootzen (1983) and Reiss
and Thomas (2001)Reiss and Thomas (2001)) .
Theorem 1 (Balkema-de Haan-Pickands). If F belongs to the domain of attrac-
tion, then
IFlu](x) - W,,I,,,(x) - 0, as u -+ w(F)
for some parameters y, u and a, where
W,,,(X) = 1 - (1 + y_-
belongs to the Generalized Pareto Distribution.
Notice that by this theorem, if u is closed to w(F), then the distribution F(x)
can be approximated by:
F(x) a (1 - F(u))W,u,o,(x) + F(u). (3.3)
There are many methods to estimate the parameters in the generalized Parato
distribution, e.g. Hill's estimator, Moment estimator, etc. We here use the Maximal
likelihood approach. Let RI,... RN be observed i.i.d data. Consider the ordered
statistics R1:N R2:N < ... < RN:N. Fixed a integer k < N, let u = RN-k:N.
Now we can write down the joint likelihood function of (RN-k:N, ... , RN:N) using
the approximation (3.3). We then can use maximal likelihood method to estimate
the parameters 7 and a.
The final question is how to choose the cutoff k. Many authors have investigate
the optimal k ( Beirlant, Vynckier, and Teugels (1996), Drees and Kaufmann (1998)
, etc). In this paper we use the ad hoc automatic choice described in Section 5.1 of
Reiss and Thomas (2001).
3.5 Empirical Results
3.5.1 "True" Returns and Moving Average Estimates
In this section, we report the result of the MA(q) Model (3.1) from Section 3.4.1.
From Table 3.4 and Table 3.5, we see that the liquidity coefficient Oo is in general
less than 1 (the smaller 80, the less liquid the fund is). For live funds, the average
of the liquidity coefficient 0o is only 0.66 for Convertible Arbitrage , which to some
degree implies that only 66% percent of the current "true" return is reflected in the
reported return data. the average of the liquidity coefficient 0o is also low for Fixed
Income Arbitrage (0.78), Event Driven (0.79), Fund of Funds( 0.80) and Emerging
Markets (0.84). This result is similar to the findings of Getmansky, Lo, and Makarov
(2004).
Table 3.4: Results for Moving Average Return Model MA(2): Live Funds
Live Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
Style No. Perct. 0o std(Oo) 91 std(O1) 02 std(02)
Convertible Arbitrage 59 4.05 0.66 0.14 0.26 0.11 0.08 0.09
Dedicated Short Bias 14 0.96 0.95 0.16 0.05 0.10 -0.00 0.13
Emerging Markets 102 7.00 0.84 0.15 0.15 0.10 0.01 0.10
Equity Market Neutral 61 4.18 0.87 0.20 0.02 0.20 0.11 0.14
Event Driven 142 9.74 0.79 0.13 0.16 0.10 0.06 0.10
Fixed Income Arbitrage 41 2.81 0.78 0.14 0.15 0.10 0.07 0.10
Fund of Funds 320 21.95 0.80 0.23 0.15 0.21 0.05 0.15
Global Macro 52 3.57 0.98 0.19 0.04 0.13 -0.02 0.16
Long/Short Equity Hedge 486 33.33 0.88 0.20 0.10 0.13 0.02 0.16
Managed Futures 126 8.64 1.10 0.22 0.01 0.13 -0.12 0.16
Other 55 3.77 0.78 0.21 0.14 0.19 0.08 0.11
We estimate the model R? = OoRt + O1Rt-1 + 02Rt- 2, where R? is the observed hedge fund
monthly return, and Rt is the "true" monthly return. Averages of the coeffcient Oi in each
fund category are reported in this table. The sample standard deviation of the estimated
0i in each category is also reported.
Table 3.5: Results for Moving Average Return Model MA(2): Graveyard Funds
Graveyard Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
Style No. Perct. o00 std(Oo) 01 std(01) 02 std(02)
Convertible Arbitrage 23 3.08 0.71 0.14 0.19 0.08 0.10 0.13
Dedicated Short Bias 9 1.20 1.13 0.67 0.01 0.23 -0.14 0.45
Emerging Markets 54 7.23 0.87 0.19 0.12 0.12 0.01 0.12
Equity Market Neutral 24 3.21 0.91 0.19 0.10 0.13 -0.01 0.11
Event Driven 56 7.50 0.77 0.24 0.17 0.16 0.05 0.14
Fixed Income Arbitrage 26 3.48 0.75 0.24 0.15 0.11 0.10 0.16
Fund of Funds 139 18.61 0.90 0.24 0.10 0.14 -0.00 0.15
Global Macro 51 6.83 1.01 0.22 0.05 0.16 -0.06 0.16
Long/Short Equity Hedge 183 24.50 0.89 0.15 0.08 0.11 0.03 0.12
Managed Futures 130 17.40 1.14 0.35 -0.06 0.24 -0.08 0.20
Other 6 0.80 0.95 0.19 0.02 0.19 0.03 0.07
We estimate the model R = 0oRt + 01Rt-1 + 02Rt- 2, where Ro is the observed hedge fund
monthly return, and Rt is the "true" monthly return. Averages of the coeffcient Oi in each
fund category are reported in this table. The sample standard deviation of the estimated
di in each category is also reported.
Table 3.6: Results for Loss VaR Using Observed Returns: Live Funds
Live Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
Style No. Perct. 1R9%1 std(R9%jl)
Convertible Arbitrage 59 4.05 5.00 5.78
Dedicated Short Bias 14 0.96 22.34 15.18
Emerging Markets 102 7.00 20.40 16.08
Equity Market Neutral 61 4.18 5.85 5.21
Event Driven 142 9.74 6.23 5.34
Fixed Income Arbitrage 41 2.81 13.83 35.41
Fund of Funds 320 21.95 5.16 4.28
Global Macro 52 3.57 9.35 6.19
Long/Short Equity Hedge 486 33.33 11.87 8.26
Managed Futures 126 8.64 14.18 8.61
Other 55 3.77 7.80 8.14
We report the results of estimated loss VaR at 99% level, using the extreme value theory
approach discussed in section 3.4.3, for the observed returns. Averages of the absolute
value of R99% ( VaR at 99% level) for each category are reported in the table.
3.5.2 VaR of Observed Returns and "True" Returns
In this section, we report the result of VaR for both the observed return and the
"true" underlying return calculated from MA(2) model estimated in section 3.5.1.
Here we compute the VaR at a 99% level.
In the next two tables we report the results of the estimation of VaR at 99% level
using the "true" underlying return.
From Tables 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, and 3.9, we can see that:
(1). The loss VaR of the graveyard funds is in general greater than the loss VaR
of the live funds. On average, the VaR of graveyard funds is 5% higher than live
funds in the same category (for most of the categories). This suggests that VaR is to
some degree a good proxy for the risk of hedge fund ( e.g. Gupta and Liang (2005)).
(2). The loss VaR using the "True" return data is higher than the loss VaR
using the observed data. This is consistent in both live funds and graveyard funds.
Table 3.7: Results for Loss VaR Using Observed Returns: Graveyard Funds
Graveyard Fund in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
Style No. Perct. I 99%1I std(lg 99%)
Convertible Arbitrage 23 3.08 8.26 8.35
Dedicated Short Bias 9 1.20 16.21 17.37
Emerging Markets 54 7.23 25.47 19.53
Equity Market Neutral 24 3.21 6.81 3.99
Event Driven 56 7.50 10.32 10.50
Fixed Income Arbitrage 26 3.48 10.92 10.25
Fund of Funds 139 18.61 11.51 12.24
Global Macro 51 6.83 15.39 12.25
Long/Short Equity Hedge 183 24.50 18.32 14.77
Managed Futures 130 17.40 20.18 21.41
Other 6 0.80 9.90 5.04
We report the results of estimated loss VaR at 99% level, using the extreme value theory
approach discussed in section 3.4.3, for the observed returns. Averages of the absolute
value of R 99% ( VaR at 99% level) for each category are reported in the table.
Table 3.8: Results for Loss VaR Using "True" Returns: Live Funds
Live Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
Style
Convertible Arbitrage
Dedicated Short Bias
Emerging Markets
Equity Market Neutral
Event Driven
Fixed Income Arbitrage
Fund of Funds
Global Macro
Long/Short Equity Hedge
Managed Futures
Other
No. Perct.
59 4.05
14 0.96
102 7.00
61 4.18
142 9.74
41 2.81
320 21.95
52 3.57
486 33.33
126 8.64
55 3.77
We report the results of estimated loss VaR at 99% level, using the extreme value theory
discussed in section 3.4.3, for the "true" returns. Averages of the absolute value
VaR at 99% level) for each category are reported in the table.
1R99%I
6.53
21.04
23.34
6.52
7.47
10.40
6.03
9.65
13.43
12.77
8.33
std(IR 99% l)
7.24
12.62
17.52
6.27
6.50
14.05
4.62
7.29
8.55
8.25
7.90
approach
of R 99% (
Table 3.9: Results for Loss VaR Using "True" Returns: Graveyard Funds
Graveyard Fund in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
Style No. Perct. 1 R 9%1 std(1Rg99 %I)
Convertible Arbitrage 23 3.08 9.94 8.63
Dedicated Short Bias 9 1.20 10.85 6.11
Emerging Markets 54 7.23 28.68 18.64
Equity Market Neutral 24 3.21 6.83 4.42
Event Driven 56 7.50 11.48 10.76
Fixed Income Arbitrage 26 3.48 11.89 11.48
Fund of Funds 139 18.61 14.69 17.88
Global Macro 51 6.83 17.25 16.78
Long/Short Equity Hedge 183 24.50 21.24 17.21
Managed Futures 130 17.40 20.13 27.25
Other 6 0.80 9.86 4.75
We report the results of estimated loss VaR at 99% level, using the extreme value theory
approach discussed in section 3.4.3, for the "true" returns. Averages of the absolute value
of R9 9% ( VaR at 99% level) for each category are reported in the table.
But the difference is not very large. However this small difference may be the result
of category averaging. So we next look at the difference of VaR between observed
return and "true" return at the fund level.
From Table 3.10 and Table 3.11, we see that on the fund level, the loss VaR using
the "True" return are on average greater than the loss VaR using the observed data.
There are a few exceptional categories. The most noticable one is the live Fixed
Income Abitrage, with a difference of -3.43. But when we look at the graveyard
Fixed Income Arbitrage, the difference becomes 2.24. The next noticable categories
with negative differences are live Maganged Futures and Dedicated Short Bias, with
about -1.5. But those two categories have high liquidity coefficient, suggesting that
liquidity may not be a serious issue for those two types at the first place.
Table 3.10: Results of Difference between Loss VaR Using "True" Returns and Loss
VaR Using Observed Returns: Live Funds
Live Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
Style No. Perct. | True| - I Ob std(9irue _- Obs
Convertible Arbitrage 59 4.05 1.64 2.16
Dedicated Short Bias 14 0.96 -1.29 4.35
Emerging Markets 102 7.00 3.03 4.64
Equity Market Neutral 61 4.18 0.78 3.28
Event Driven 142 9.74 1.28 2.19
Fixed Income Arbitrage 41 2.81 -3.43 24.94
Fund of Funds 320 21.95 0.90 1.92
Global Macro 52 3.57 0.29 2.47
Long/Short Equity Hedge 486 33.33 1.56 4.46
Managed Futures 126 8.64 -1.40 3.70
Other 55 3.77 0.54 3.47
We report the results of estimated loss VaR at 99% level, using the extreme value theory
approach discussed in section 3.4.3. We report the difference between the loss VaR R Tre
using the "true" returns and the loss VaR R0b using the observed returns.
Table 3.11: Results of Difference between Loss VaR Using "True" Returns and Loss
VaR Using Observed Returns: Graveyard Funds
Graveyard Fund in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
Style No. Perct. i T r e -I9Obs std(|Rgrue _ fbs
Convertible Arbitrage 23 3.08 1.07 3.31
Dedicated Short Bias 9 1.20 0.26 4.16
Emerging Markets 54 7.23 5.89 9.72
Equity Market Neutral 24 3.21 0.59 1.83
Event Driven 56 7.50 0.96 4.95
Fixed Income Arbitrage 26 3.48 2.24 2.94
Fund of Funds 139 18.61 2.14 4.52
Global Macro 51 6.83 -0.15 8.29
Long/Short Equity Hedge 183 24.50 3.71 5.28
Managed Futures 130 17.40 -1.91 8.67
Other 6 0.80 -0.28 2.07
We report the results of estimated loss VaR at 99% level, using the extreme value theory
approach discussed in section 3.4.3. We report the difference between the loss VaR RTrue
using the "true" returns and the loss VaR R909b using the observed returns.99%
3.6 Fat Tails and Extreme Risks
In this section, we briefly discuss the impact of fat tails on the value-at-risk.
The summary statistics (Table 3.1) suggest that the observed returns of hedge
funds are generally not normally distributed. For example, the kurtosis of most
categories are much higher than that of normal distribution. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3.4.2, the fat tails of the returns will entail more sophisticated approaches than
using only standard deviation to estimate the extreme risks. If we assume normal
distribution, the estimated loss VaR will understate the extreme risks. The third
column of Table 3.13 reports the loss VaRs of the observed returns of live funds un-
der the assumption that the return distributions are normal. We can compare these
numbers with those in the third column of Table 3.6, where the VaRs are computed
using the extreme value theory. Assuming normal distribution will indeed under-
estimate the VaR, and generally, the larger the kurtosis, the higher the degree of
underestimation. For example, the estimated VaR for the category of Fixed Income
Arbitrage funds (with an average kurtosis of 23.10) using the extreme value theory,
is 13.83, much larger than the estimated VaR of 5.31, assuming normal distribution.
The linear un-smoothing procedure (3.1) will preserve the fat tails of the return.
Table 3.12 reports the standard deviation, the skewness, and the kurtosis of the
"true" returns for live funds (The "true" returns have the same mean as the observed
returns due to the requirement of E i = 1). The "true" returns also have high
kurtosis, similar to the observed returns.
The fourth column of Table 3.13 reports the VaRs of the "true" returns under
the assumption that returns are normal. The last column of Table 3.13 reports the
difference between the VaR of the "true" returns and the observed returns, under the
assumption that both returns are normal. Two inferences can be drawn from this
Table 3.12: Higher Moments for "True" Returns: Live Funds
Live Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year monthly return data as of June 30, 2005
Style No. Perct. Std. Skew Kurt
Convertible Arbitrage 59 4.05 2.44 -0.05 5.18
Dedicated Short Bias 14 0.96 7.45 -0.55 7.22
Emerging Markets 102 7.00 8.28 -0.81 10.87
Equity Market Neutral 61 4.18 2.73 0.32 6.01
Event Driven 142 9.74 2.83 -0.42 9.17
Fixed Income Arbitrage 41 2.81 2.75 -2.01 21.86
Fund of Funds 320 21.95 2.49 -0.25 8.59
Global Macro 52 3.57 4.11 0.35 5.78
Long/Short Equity Hedge 486 33.33 5.44 0.18 6.54
Managed Futures 126 8.64 5.38 0.05 4.58
Other 55 3.77 3.34 -0.17 12.08
table. First, for "true" returns, the estimated VaRs without taking the fat fails into
consideration will understated the extreme risks (see Table 3.8). Second, comparing
the last column of Table 3.13 and the third column of Table 3.10, we see that the
volatility increase from the observed returns to the "true" returns explains a large
portion of the VaR increase from the observed returns to the "true" returns.
3.7 Conclusion
Hedge funds' returns often exhibit positive autocorrelation, which suggests illiquidity
in their asset holdings. In this paper, using a data set containing monthly returns of
over 5,600 hedge funds, we study how the illiquidity affects the extreme risk of hedge
funds. We use MA(q) processes to model hedge funds' returns and use smoothing
coefficients as proxies for liquidity. The tail risks are estimated using the extreme
value theory and the Generalized Pareto distribution. We find that illiquidity in
general has a negative impact on the tail risk of hedge funds' returns. In particular,
Table 3.13: Loss VaR Assuming Normal Distributions: Live Funds
Live Funds in TASS data base with at least 5 year
Style
Convertible Arbitrage
Dedicated Short Bias
Emerging Markets
Equity Market Neutral
Event Driven
Fixed Income Arbitrage
Fund of Funds
Global Macro
Long/Short Equity Hedge
Managed Futures
Other
No.
59
14
102
61
142
41
320
52
486
126
55
Perct.
4.05
0.96
7.00
4.18
9.74
2.81
21.95
3.57
33.33
8.64
3.77
monthly return data as of June 30, 2005.
SfIObs |lf True) [Truel - IObs
99%1 I99% R99% II"
4.35 5.78 1.43
16.61 17.36 0.75
16.74 19.57 2.83
5.93 6.48 0.55
5.45 6.40 1.17
5.31 6.40 1.09
4.89 5.81 0.93
9.28 9.58 0.30
11.27 12.64 1.37
13.79 12.56 -1.23
6.64 7.79 1.14
We report the results of estimated loss VaR at 99% level, using the standard deviation of
the returns (equation 3.2), for the observed returns and for the "true" returns. Averages
of the absolute value of &9% ( VaR at 99% level) for each category are reported in the
table.
the true Value-at-Risk (VaR) of hedge funds could be much higher when illiquidity
is taken into consideration.
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Chapter 4
Asset Pricing Under
Heterogeneous Information
(This is joint work with Jiang Wang)
4.1 Introduction
The impact of information asymmetry has long been of key interest in the study
of financial markets. 1 Investors' private information is impounded into asset prices
through their trades, and prices will then reflect the average beliefs cross investors.
As a result, investors not only care about the fundamental values of a security, but
also pay attention to other investors' beliefs on the fundamental value, a situation
which Keynes (1936) refers to as the "Beauty Contest." Since private beliefs or their
averages are not observable either, beliefs of beliefs and their higher iterations also
matter. Capturing these higher order beliefs, especially in an intertemporal setting,
'See, for example, Hayek (1945), Grossman (1977), and Grossman and Stiglitz (1980).
makes the formal analysis of the market behavior under asymmetric information a
challenging task, which is also known as the infinite regress problem.2 Most of the
existing work focuses on situations in which the dimensionality of the problem can
be reduced to be finite, either by limiting the dimension of underlying shocks or the
form of information asymmetry.3 In this paper, we consider a model which allows
for general forms of information heterogeneity and directly solves the infinite regress
problem and the resulting market equilibrium. This allows us to examine in detail
how different forms of information heterogeneity affects the behavior of asset prices,
trading activity and investor welfare.
We show that the infinite-regress problem yields the long-range history depen-
dence of the current market behavior. In general, current asset prices and their
dynamics depend on the whole history of past shocks. In particular, revelations of
past underlying shocks can influence current prices more than concurrent shocks. In-
formation heterogeneity increases the divergence in investors' beliefs about economic
fundamentals. Such a divergence tends to reduce the amount of risk sharing among
investors and their effective risk tolerance. Consequently, stock prices become lower
and more volatile. In addition, information heterogeneity reduces the level of liquid-
ity and consequently the amount of trading in the market. We further show that
the effect of information heterogeneity is non-monotonic in the amount of private
information agents have. It is maximized when agents receive moderate amount of
private information.
Moreover, we show that information heterogeneity tends to reduce investors wel-
2For earlier discussions of the infinite-regress problem, see Townsend (1983). Makarov and
Rytchkov (2007) formally shows the infinite dimensionality of the problem in a setting similar to
ours.
3See, for example, Wang (1993), He and Wang (1995), Bacchetta and Van Wincoop (2005), and
Allen, Morris, and Shin (2006).
fare. In particular, investors are typically made worse off by possessing private
information-they can be made better off by either revealing or abandoning all their
private information collectively. We also find that investors with superior informa-
tion does not necessarily enjoy higher welfare. The adverse selection problem makes
it very costly for them to trade with less informed investors for risk sharing. Such a
cost can out weight the potential gain they make from speculating on their private
information.
We consider a continuous-time model in which fundamentals of the economy
change stochastically over time. The economy is populated by long-lived agents
receiving both endowment shocks and private information about the fundamentals.
They trade competitively in a security market to share their endowment risks and to
speculate on the future movements of security prices with their private information.
The risk-sharing trading motive allows us to avoid the introduction of noise traders,
which is necessary in examining the welfare implications of information heterogeneity.
The information structure we consider is quite general-different agents can receive
different private signals about the underlying shocks of the economy.
In such a setting, asset prices are affected by the average beliefs of the agents
about the fundamentals. Therefore, they need to forecast the average beliefs of
other agents as well as how the average beliefs evolve over time. These forecasts
will be based on all the information they have received in the past. As a result,
agents' forecasts, optimal trading policies and the equilibrium asset prices all become
dependent on the whole history of the economy. The Markovian structure typically
assumed in economic modeling is no longer valid. An infinite number of the state
variables, in particular, the whole history of the economy is needed to characterize
the economy and its equilibrium. Under Gaussian assumption on the underlying
shocks of the economy and constant absolute risk aversion of the agents, we are able
to solve the agents non-Markovian forecasting and optimization problems and then
the market equilibrium.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the economy. In Section
4.3, we present the equilibrium of the economy. Section 4.4 considers the special case
of homogeneous information, which serves as a benchmark in analyzing the impact
of information heterogeneity. In Sections 4.5 and 4.6, we consider how information
heterogeneity influences asset prices, return dynamics and agents' welfare. We first
consider in Section 4.5 a particular form of information heterogeneity in which agents
have diffuse private information on the fundamentals of the economy and examine its
impact on the market behavior. We then extend our analysis to the other forms of
information heterogeneity. Section 4.7 concludes the paper. All proofs are provided
in the appendix.
4.2 The Economy
We consider a pure exchange economy with a single, perishable consumption good.
4.2.1 Securities Market
There is a competitive securities market with two traded securities, a risk-free bond
and a risky stock. The bond yields a constant return of r > 0. The stock pays a
cumulative dividend Dt, which is given by
dDt = Mtdt + bDdBt, (4.1)
where {Bt : 0 < t < oo} is a n-dimensional Brownian motion, bD is a non-zero
constant vector and Mt follows a mean reversion process
dMt = -aM Mdt + bMdBt, (4.2)
with bM being a non-zero constant vector and aM > 0 a constant. The initial values
of Dt and Mt at time t = 0 are Do and Mo, respectively. We will use aD and aM
to denote the length of the vector bD and bM, respectively. Similar notation will be
used later for other processes.
4.2.2 Agents
The economy is populated by a continuum set of agents A. The measure of A is
normalized to be one. The set A consists of subsets A1, i E I, i.e.,
A =U A. (4.3)
iEI
For convenience, we also use I to denote the total number of subsets. Agents in each
subset Ai are assumed to be identical. We use mi to denote the measure of set Ai.
Each agent i E Ai (i E I) is initially endowed with one unit of the stock. In
addition, he receives a non-traded cumulative income of G" at time t, where
Gt = Yt"dN = ](Yt + Z t)dN,, (4.4)
where Nt is Brownian motion, Yt and Zt follow standard O-U processes, respectively.
In particular,
dNt = bNdBt (4.5a)
dY = -ayYtdt + bydBt (4.5b)
dZt = -a' Zdt + b'dB t  (4.5c)
with ay and a' being positive constants, bF, by and b' being constant vectors of
proper order, and Bi,t a one-dimensional Brownian motion independent of Bt. The
initial values of Yt and Zt at t = 0 are given by Y and Z , respectively. The instan-
taneous income flow for agent i is (Yt + Zt)dNt at time t. Thus, YtdNt represents
the common component of the income flow and ZtdNt gives the idiosyncratic com-
ponent. Since dNt characterizes the random shock to the non-traded income, Yt and
Zt define the common and idiosyncratic exposure to risk in their non-traded income,
respectively. Summing up all agents' non-traded cash flow we have
Gt = JGdi = J YdNs + Zdi dN. (4.6)
To induce the allocational trading, we assume that the shocks to Nt and the
shocks to Dt are positively correlated, i.e.,
bDbNT = ODN = PDNONaD > 0. (4.7)
4.2.3 Information Structure
The underlying state of the aggregate economy is given by three variables, Dt, Mt
and Y. In general, agents do not have perfect information on the underlying state of
the economy. Instead, they have private information on some of these state variables.
Below we consider a rich information structure in which agents receive a mixture of
public and private information.
Each agent i E Ai (i E I) observes market prices of traded assets, in particular
the stock price Pt and its dividend Dt. He also observes his total exposure to the
non-traded income risk, Yti = Yt + Zt. In addition, he receives a signal Sf on Mt,
given as follows
dSt = Mtdt + bdBs,t,  (4.8)
where bi is a constant, Bi, is a one dimensional Brownian motion, and So = 0.
Moreover, we assume that public announcements reveal the aggregate state of the
economy with a lag of T. In other words, Mt-T and Yt-T will be know to all agents
at time t.
Let t denote the information set of agent i at time t. Then we have
.t = {P, D, Yi, S : s < t {Ms, : s< t - T} (4.9)
where V represents the union of two information sets.
For expositional convenience, we use the following convention: If l0bib|2 = 00,
then agents receive no signal St. Thus, by our definition for JIb' 112 = 00, we have
= {P,, D,, Y' : s < t} V {M ,, Y, : s < t - T}.
4.2.4 Preferences
Each agent i E Ai has a time-separable, constant absolute risk aversion (CARA)
utility over his life time consumption. Let ct denotes his consumption rate at t,
a > 0 his risk aversion and p > 0 his time discount coefficient. Agents choose their
consumption and trading policies to maximize the expected utility of the form
Et [ e-Ps-ac-ds t . (4.10)
CARA preferences also impose the following condition on the non-traded income
to guarantee that agents' lifetime expected utility is finite:
rauy 1 me,)+ () < 1. (4.11)
r + 2ay I r + 2a < 1. (4.11)
4.2.5 Simplifications
For notational convenience, we let
Bt = BD,t B,t Byt BN,t ) (4.12)
where BD,t, BM,t, BY,t and BN,t are all one-dimensional Brownian motions. Although
our analysis allows for general correlation structure for the underlying shocks, to
simplify exposition we assume that BD,t, BM,t, BY,t, BN,t, Bt and B i t (for each
i E A) are mutually independent. 4
Except when explicitly stated otherwise, we will consider the case when I = A,
i.e., when there are large number of agent groups. Then we have
Gt= G di = YdN +  Zdi dN = YtdNt. (4.13)
Thus, the aggregate exposure to the non-traded risk depends only on Y. In this
4Correlation of B', and B', across agents can be non-zero. In general, we assume that Bi is
mutually independent for different subsets of agents (i.e., for i,j e I and i j). But B i ,t can be
correlated across different subsets of agents.
case, the underlying state of the economy is fully determined by Dr, Mt and Y.
4.2.6 Discussion of the Model
The information structure defined above is fairly general. It contains situations
considered in the literature as special cases but extends to more general situations.
Although our solution will be given for the general information structure, our analysis
will focus on several simple cases in order to develop the intuition on the effects of
different aspect of information heterogeneity. These simple cases are listed below.
A. Homogeneous Information
Homogeneous information refers to the case where all agents have the same informa-
tion. This is achieved in our setting by letting Si = St, V i E A. That is
t = H = {Ds, N, , S., P: s < t} V {M,, Y,: s < t- T}. (4.14)
Identical private signals across all agents are equivalent to a public signal. The
quality of the signal then determines the total amount of information the agents
have. In order to examine how the amount of information in the economy affect its
behavior, we consider two extreme cases.
First, suppose that as = 0, i.e., the public signal is exact. Then all agents actually
observe Mt at t. The market price of the stock further reveals Y. We then have the
case of Full Information, where all agents effectively observe the underlying state of
the aggregate economy, especially, Mt and Y. Formally, this is equivalent to stating
that
= jyFI = {D., M,, Y,, Ns: s < t}. (4.15)
Second, suppose that us = oc, i.e., the public signal is completely uninformative.
This is the case where agents have no information on the fundamental of the stock,
in particular Mt, other than what is revealed by realized dividends. The market price
of the stock, which will only depend on Yt, in effect reveals it to the agents. We refer
to this as the case of No Information and have have
S-= -8NI = {Ds, Ns, Ps s t} V {Ms, Y: s < t - T}. (4.16)
It should be clear that agents have more information in the full information case
than in the no information case. Thus, comparing the equilibrium in these two cases
allow us to gauge the impact of the amount of information in the market, as opposed
to the difference in information between agents.
B. Diffuse Information
Diffuse information refers to the situation in which agents receive different private
information, with comparable but independent noise. In other words, the overall in-
formation is diffusely distributed among all agents, without abnormal concentration.
We can further assume perfect symmetry between them, i.e., a) = as, ai = az and
z = uz. For the behavior of the aggregate market, such a symmetry between agents
is not essential. It merely simplifies the exposition.
The case of diffuse information was considered in Hellwig (1980) and Diamond and
Verrecchia (1981) in static settings and in He and Wang (1995) and Allen, Morris
and Shin (2006) in finite horizon, discrete time settings. Discrete time and finite
horizon allow the state space to be limited to finite dimensions and thus avoid the
"infinite regress" problem. Our continuous-time setting does not limit the dimension
of the state space and allows us to solve the "infinite regress" problem and examine
its implications.
C. Asymmetric Information
The case of asymmetric information allows for more concentrated private information
among different agents. Such a situation arises in our setting when there are only
finite number of groups of investors, i.e., I is a finite set. Analyzing such a situation
allows us to examine how concentrated private information, as opposed to diffused
private information, influences market behavior.
The case of hierarchic information(where I = 2 and as is zero for one of the
two groups) was considered by Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) in a static setting and
by Wang (1993) in a dynamics setting. The asymmetric information case with two
groups is considered by Makarov and Rytchkov (2007) under the additional assump-
tion that agents behave myopically and have the same information precision. In this
paper, we study in detail the simple case where there are two groups (i.e. I = 2)
under the general information structure and without the myopic assumption.
In our model, in addition to heterogenous information, we also explicitly model
agents' allocational trades, i.e., trades from motives unrelated to private information.
We do so by introducing non-traded income shocks, as in Diamond and Verrecchia
(1981) and Wang (1994). These income shocks give rise to trading needs for risk shar-
ing. Endogenizing the allocational trades rather than inserting them as exogenous
noise allows us to further examine the impact of information on welfare.
4.3 Market Equilibrium
For the economy defined above, we now consider the solution to its equilibrium.
Given the Gaussian nature of the primary state variables and the CARA preference,
we are interested in linear equilibria in which the stock price is a linear function of
past shocks. In particular, we have the following result:
Proposition 4. The equilibrium stock price process is of the form:
Pt = -po + j hp(t-s)dBs + gPMMt-T + gPYYt-T
+f [ft hpz(t-s)dB,ds + gzZ
t-T
+fi j hi (4.17)
+ [ hpy(t-s)dB,sds + gpsS _T (4.17)
t-T
where hp(t) is a (1 x 4) vector of deterministic functions of t.
In the various special cases examined in the literature (e.g., Wang (1993, 1994), He
and Wang (1995) and Allen, Morris and Shin (2006)), the equilibrium is shown to
take such a linear form in the underlying shocks. The general case we consider here
makes an substantial extension: It allows an infinite number of state variables. As
evident from (4.17), the price may depend on the the whole path of past underlying
shocks. In continuous time, this implies that the state space is infinite-dimensional.
Such a large state space is necessary to capture the nature of the so-called "infinite
regress" problem that arises under general heterogenous information.
The full solution for the general case is provided in the Appendix. To simplify
exposition, here we only present the solution in the case of diffuse information with
symmetric parameters as described in Section 4.2.6 (Case C). It captures the basic
nature of the equilibrium under heterogenous information and the intuition behind
it.
In the diffuse information case, the shocks to the idiosyncratic endowment Z
and the noise of the individual signal are independent. As evident from (4.17),
they will not appear in the stock price function due to the Law of Large Numbers.
Consequently, the stock price should only depend on the past shocks of aggregate
variables:
Pt = -Po + hp(t - s)dB8 + 9PMMt-T + gPYt-T. (4.18)
T
In the remainder of this section, we outline the key steps in obtaining the solution
to the equilibrium as described in Proposition 4 (details can be found in the Appendix
for the general solution).
4.3.1 Filtering Problem
In addition to the stock price Pt, each agent i are concerned about six state variables,
Dt, Mt, Nt, Y, Zti and St. Let
X = DS M Z N S Bt",t BMt Yt ,B N ,t
Xt then defines the vector of state variables for agent i and is governed by the
following dynamics
dXt = -axXtdt + bxdBt, (4.19)
where ax and bx can be easily constructed from (4.1), (4.2), (4.5), and (4.8). Note
that symmetry among the agents implies that ax and bx are the same for all i.
Applying the Non-Markovian Filtering technique, we obtain the following theo-
rem:
Theorem 2. Assume that the stock price is given by the form in (4.17). Let
MIt = E[MIF], t = E[YtlYI], and X = E[Xlx|].
Then, under filtration Fti,
(i) the stock price can be expressed as
Pt = -Po + hp(t - s)dB + gpMIT, + gpyYt' T,
t-T
(4.20)
where B~ is a 6-dimensional Brownian motion with respect to .t;
(ii) the dynamics of Xt' is given by
dXt' = -axXit + bxdBt (4.21)
where bx is a 6 x 6 constant matrix.
4.3.2 Optimization
Under the price process (4.17), we can express the instantaneous excess return on
the stock as
dQt = dPt + dDt - rPtdt (4.22)
Furthermore, conditioning on the information of agent i, we can re-express the excess
stock return as
dQt = iq,tdt + bQdBI, (4.23)
where
AQt = I tt- ihQ(t - s)dB + QXT_^ ,
and hQ(-) is a 1 x 6-vector-valued function and YQ is a constant 1 x 6 vector.
Let c' denote agent i's consumption rate at t and x t his holdings of the stock.
His wealth evolves according to he following process:
dW = rWtdt - ctdt + x dQt + YtdN, (
where dQt is given in (4.23). The optimization problem of agent i is
max E -e-pt-acid (
ci i I tt](ct, t=o 0
subject to his budget constraint (4.24). We have the following solution:
Theorem 3. Under the return process (4.23) and the wealth dynamics (4.24),
(i) the value function of agent i is given by:
Jit A -e-pt-a(rw +V),
where Vti is an Ito process with respect to i, given by
4.24)
4.25)
Vti T V11 (t - s,t - s')dB,]
+ Xt-T V22Xt-T +
dB + 2Xt_lT
vi(t - s)dB' + v2XT + V
t-T 
IT+V
with the functions vll(., -), v 12 (-), vl(.), and constants v22, v2, and vo given in
the Appendix;
(ii) his optimal stock holding x' is given by
1 Ai Q,t
xt 
- ro bQbQT
Ybq b N
bQbjQT
1 bQ(bv , T
bQbQT
(4.26)
t V12(t- s)dBs
t-T
where
Tbv, = 11(0, t - s)dB + 2X-T V12(0) + vi(0).
The optimal stock holding xa given by equation (4.37) is decomposed into three
components. The first term is the usual myopic demand, which is determined by
the instantaneous mean and volatility of the excess stock return. The second term is
the static hedging demand( hedging against the income shock Yti). Our specification
about Dt and Nt allows us to re-write this term as - PDNI YtI Notice that without
bQ
loss of generality, we assume PDN > 0. If agent i receives a positive shocks on Y i,
then he will reduce his stock holdings so as to reduce his overall risk exposure. The
third term is the dynamic hedging demand (see, Merton (1971)). The sign of this
term is determined by the instantaneous correlation between the stock return and
the value process.
4.3.3 Market Clearing
From Theorem 3, we know that the optimal stock holding of agent i is of the form
X = fT h(t - s)dB + tX. (4.27)
tT
Moreover, we can re-write the optimal stock holding as a linear combination of shocks
under the objective information set. The following lemma formalizes this idea:
Lemma 1. The optimal stock holding of agent i is of the form:
Sh (t - s)dBs + hz (t - s) dB", + hs(t - s)dB,
+ gxMMt-T + gxYYt-T + gxzZt-T + Xo.
By the Law of Large Numbers, we have the following market clearing condition:
Theorem 4. The market clears if and only if
hx(s) = 0,
gxM = O, gXY =0,
Xo = 1.
The equilibrium price is given by a 1 x 4 vector-valued functions hp(s), and three
constants gPM, gpy, and Po. Therefore the market clear condition in Theorem 4
gives a well-identified system for hp(s), gPM, gpy, and Po (for a formal statement
of equilibrium condition, see the Appendix). Its solution describes an equilibrium of
the economy in the form of Proposition 4.
4.4 Special Case: Homogeneous Information
We first consider the special case of homogeneous information. This case serves a
benchmark in our analysis of the impact of heterogeneous information on asset prices.
We define the expected future dividends of the stock, discounted at the risk-free
rate, by
F AE [ erdDtsMt = -- Mr. (4.28)[t + aM
For simplicity, we will refer to Ft as the "fundamental value" of the stock. Of
course, the actual price of the stock in general differs from its fundamental value for
two reasons. First, in general, agents do not observe Ft but have to rely on their
own information to form expectations, which can be different from the true value
of Ft. Second, actual dividends can be different from their expected value and a
corresponding risk premium will arise in equilibrium.
these two factors.
As stated in Section 4.2.6, under homogeneous information we have
= tHI = {Ds, Ns, Ss, Ps: s < t} V {Ms,Y,: s t- T} V i EA.
Thus, all agents have the same forecast about future dividends, which is determined
by Mt. In particular,
E[MtJ7t] = E[MtltII ] = E[MtI{Ds, Ns, Ss, Ps: s < t} V {Ms, Y : s <t-T}] = Mlt
and E[Yt~.Fi] = Y. The following proposition characterizes the equilibrium.
Theorem 5. Under homogeneous information, in equilibrium, (i) the stock price Pt
is given by
1
Pt = Et [Ft FH I] - (p0 + hyYt) = M___ - Po - hyY, (4.29)
r + aM
where Mt = E [M, IMt-T V (D, S)[t-T, t],
po = a (& 21+ hyor + -hyuyvii1
r /
6=M +D 6M + D and(ii) the optimal stock holding of agent i is
(ii) the optimal stock holding of agent i is
hy = arODN
r + a - au410'
S= 1 - hxzZ(,X t
(4.30)
¢11 and 01o are two positive constants;
Our analysis will focus on
(4.31)
where
1 (DN + hyajqU+ 2)
and ¢12 is a positive constant.
From the first equality in (4.29), we see that equilibrium stock price consists
of two components. The first component is the expected value future dividends
discounted at the risk-free rate, i.e., the "fundamental value" of the stock. The
second component gives the risk discount in the stock price, arising from the risk in
its future dividends. In particular, as agents are risk averse, the stock sells below its
fundamental value.
The risk discount has two terms. The constant term, Po, gives the unconditional
risk discount. The stochastic term, hyYt, arises from the aggregate exposure to the
non-traded risk, which is determined by Y. Since the non-traded risk is positively
correlated with the risk of the stock (i.e., UDN > 0), an increase in the non-traded
risk, i.e., an increase in Yt, will cause an increase in agents' overall risk, which includes
both the risks of their stock position and non-traded income. In particular, they will
choose to sell the stock in order to reduce their overall risk exposure. This gives
rise to their static hedging demand. In equilibrium, the aggregate decrease in stock
demand causes a decrease in the stock price, which is linear in Yt.
We also note that the stochastic nature of Yt further leads to agent's dynamic
hedging needs. Especially, changes in Yt over time lead to changes in the expected
returns on the stock. The desire of the agents to hedge the changes in their investment
opportunities will further modify their stock demand, both on average and over time
as Yt varies, which will also influence the equilibrium price.5 In particular, the term
5See Merton (1971) for a general discussion of dynamic hedging when agents face time-varying
returns. Wang (1993) provides a detailed discussion on the dynamic hedging demand and its impact
on equilibrium prices in a setting similar to ours here.
a 4u11 in the denominator of hy comes from the dynamic hedging effect. In other
words, if agents behavior myopically, we will have 011 = 0 and hy = CrDN/(r ay).
We now can give a clear interpretation of the unconditional risk discount po.
Understandably, it is proportional to a, agent's risk aversion. The first term, &F
simply gives the perceived risk in the stock's fundamental value. The second term,
hy y, gives the additional price risk due to the time-variation of the aggregate non-
traded risk. The third term comes from the additional decrease in stock demand due
to its changing expected returns, generated by the time variation in Y.
Agents' stock holding in equilibrium depends only on their heterogeneous shocks;
common shocks such Yt only shift prices. In the absence of private information, the
only source of heterogeneity comes from their exposure to non-traded risks, which
is given by Zt. Indeed, as stated in (4.31), their equilibrium stock holding is linear
in Zt. The proportionality coefficient hz gives the optimal response of stock hold-
ings to one unit increase in idiosyncratic non-traded risk. In particular, a positive
idiosyncratic non-traded risk cause an agent to reduce his stock holding. Trading
among agents, however, has no price impact since idiosyncratic shocks are washed
out in aggregation.
Although agents have the same information in the case of homogenous informa-
tion, the total amount of information they have can vary, depending on the precision
of the common signal St, which is measured by the volatility of the signal as. As
as increases, the common signal becomes noisier and agents have less information
about the future dividends of the stock. A natural question is how does the amount
of information in the market affect the market equilibrium, in particular, market
prices and welfare? We have the following result:
Theorem 6. As as increases, po and hy increase, and h:z decreases. Moreover, the
variance of stock prices Var[Pt] decreases as as increases.
We first analyze the effect of the information amount on hy, the sensitivity of the
stock price to the aggregate endowment. hy is determined by the relative size of the
myopic demand, the static hedging demand, and the dynamic hedging demand(The
investors' demand decomposition is given by Equation (4.37)). Equation (4.30) sug-
gests that the information amount impacts hy only through dynamic hedging(In the
appendix, we show that 01o is positively related to the loading on Yt of the change
in the value function due to the shock dBy,t). The investment opportunities(Yt and
Zt) are changing over time. Since the idiosyncratic shock dBz,t does not affect the
stock return, agents only use the stock to hedge against the risk of the investment
opportunity changes induced by dBy,t. To analyze the impact of information amount
on dynamic hedging, we first fix the signal noisiness as. Assume a positive shock
dBy,t hits. This will positively impact the next period aggregate endowment, which
reduces the next period stock price and hence reduces the realized excess return dQt.
On the other hand, an increase in the next period aggregate endowment will have
two effects on the next period value function. First is the expected return effect.
When the next period aggregate endowment is higher, so will be the next period ex-
pected excess return and the next period myopic demand, which is determined by the
risk adjusted expected excess return. Therefore, the next period value function will
increase by an amount which is positively related to the next period aggregate en-
dowment, scaled by the perceived risk of the stock return. Second is the endowment
risk effect. An increase in the next period Y will increase the aggregate risk of the
non-traded income. Therefore, the value function will incur a loss, which is positively
related to a combination of the next period aggregate endowment and idiosyncratic
endowment(in our linear equilibrium setting, the combination will be linear). The
two effects work against each other, but we can show(see the Appendix) that in the
case of homogenous information, the endowment risk effect always dominates the
expected return effect, and when a positive shock dBy,t hits, the value function incur
a loss, by the amount which is positively related to a (linear) combination of the
next period aggregate endowment and idiosyncratic endowment. Hence the loadings
of the dynamic hedging demand on Yt and Zt are negative. Now assume that the
signal becomes more noisy. Since the information amount about the fundamentals
decreases, the cash flow is more risky to investors and the perceived risk of the stock
return increases. When investors consider the stock return to be more risky, they
decrease the stock demand, which will weakens the expected return effect discussed
above. On the other hand, the endowment risk effect remains almost the same since
the perceived risk of the future endowment is unchanged. Therefore, the endowment
risk effect becomes even more dominating over the expected return effects, and the
loading on Yt of the changes in the value function due to the shock dBy,t becomes
more negative. Hence, relative to the myopic and static hedging demand, the sen-
sitivity of the dynamic hedging demand on Yt becomes more negative. When Yt
increases, the dynamic hedging demand decreases more relative to the myopic and
static hedging demand, and the stock prices falls more(that is, hy increases as as
increases).
Second, we discuss the effect of information amount on the discount level po (given
by Equation (4.30)). A decrease of information amount will have three effects on
Po. Firstly, when information about cash flow decreases, the perceived risk of the
fundamental value increases, which will increase the risk premium. Secondly, as
discussed in the paragraph above, a reduction of information amount of cash flow
will lead to a increase of the sensitivity of the stock price on the aggregate endowment
shock Y. Therefore the risk of the aggregate endowment will have more impact on
the risk of the stock return, and agents demand higher risk premium. Thirdly,
a decrease of information amount of cash flow will alter the perceived risk of the
changes in future investment opportunities. A reduction of information on cash flow
weakens the expected return effect and the endowment risk effect becomes more
pronounced. Therefore, the perceive risk of the changes in the future investment
opportunity will increase, and agents demand higher risk premium. All the three
effects work in the same direction and the price discount level Po is an increasing
function of the noisiness of the signals.
Finally, we discuss the impact of information amount of price variance:
Var[P] = +hy (4.32)
2aM(aM + r)2  2ay
There are two offsetting effects. Firstly, when information amount about cash flow
decreases, the unconditional variance of the perceived Mt will decrease, 6 which will
lower the stock price variance. Secondly, as the signal becomes more noisy, the
endowment shocks will have larger impact on the stock price (hy increases), which
will raise the stock price variance. The two effects offset each other. We can show
that when information is homogeneous, the former effect dominates and overall, the
stock price variance falls.
To summarize, when information is homogeneous, the reduction in the informa-
tion amount on cash flow impacts the stock price through the channels of (i) the
perceived risk of the fundamental values, and (ii) investors' dynamic hedging be-
havior. When information amount about cash flow decreases, the perceived risk
of fundamentals increases. Moreover, agents lowers the sensitivity of their optimal
6 An extreme case is when there is no information about M at all (even without the observation
of Dt), then the perceived Mt will be constant. Hence the variance of the perceived Mt will be zero.
stock holding on the expected excess return, and hence the changes in the future ex-
pected return will become less important than the changes in the future endowment
risk. Therefore, when information amount decrease, the changes of value function
will react more negatively to the change of the aggregate endowment shock. Hence,
relative to the myopic and static hedging demand, a unit increase of the aggregate
endowment will lead to a higher decrease in investors' the dynamic hedging demand.
Consequently, a unit increase of the aggregate endowment will induce a higher drop
in the stock price. Through the channel of dynamic hedging, a reduction in the
amount of information on cash flow will increase the impact of non-traded endow-
ment on the stock price. The magnitude of the effect of both channels increases as
the amount of information about cash flow decreases and reaches maximum when
there is no private signal (i.e. as = oo).
To end this section, we make a remark on the impact of parameters. The per-
sistence parameter ay is of interest. The smaller ay is, the more persistent the
aggregate endowment, and the larger the impact of the dynamic hedging. There-
fore the impact of the amount of information on stock price will be larger when the
parameter ay is smaller.
4.5 The Impact of Information Heterogeneity: The
Case of Diffuse Information
We now analyze how the presence of heterogenous information affects the market
equilibrium. In this section, we consider the case of diffuse private information
as described in Section 4.2.6, Part B. In particular, we will examine how private
information affects the behavior of asset prices, trading activity and agents' welfare.
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We return in Section 4.6 to consider how our results extend to the cases with other
forms of heterogenous information.
For notational convenience, we define the expectation operator Et and the average
expectation operator t as:
Et[-] = E[-IY], Bt[-] = JEt[.]. (4.33)
4.5.1 Information Heterogeneity
There are two aspects of information structures: (i) the information amount: the
amount of information available to investors; (ii) the information heterogeneity: the
differentiation of information among different investors. Information amount avail-
able to one investor is determined by the precision of his private signal and by the
information content of public signals. One can measure the information amount by
the forecasting error. More precisely, for each investor i E A, we define the forecast-
ing error to be
o = Var[Et[Mt] - Mt]. (4.34)
The symmetry in parameters implies that o is the same for all i E A. The left panel
of Figure 4-1 plots the forecasting error of Mt against the precision of private signals.
The results are very intuitive. The forecasting error is zero in the full information
case and is largest in the no information case. The error increases as the private
signals become noisier.
When investors receive different private signals about fundamentals, they will
have different expectations about future stock payoff. The stock price aggregates
these expectations and investors extract useful information about fundamentals and
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Figure 4-1: Information Efficiency VaM] and VVai[Y]
mation
SVar[M
against as: Diffuse Infor-
Var[Y]
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Information Efficiency var M and .vVar- Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 10,
T = 20, aM = 0.4, ay = 0.5, az = 0.7, aD = 0.7, PDN = 0.5, aM = 0.2, ay = 1, aZ = 0.4.
about other investors' expectations. We can quantify the degree of information
heterogeneity using the average of the difference between the perceived Mt of each
agent and the average perceived Mt:
6 = {Var[(Mt] - Rt[MtI}. (4.35)
In our model, there are two sources of information heterogeneity: their private
signals St about Mt, and their total non-traded income shocks Yt + Zt. When infor-
mation is heterogenous, the stock price does not fully reveal the aggregate income
shock Y. Therefore their total non-traded income shocks Yt + Zt will be informa-
tionally valuable. This will contribute to the degree of information heterogeneity.
When investors only use their private signals and ignore the information value
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Figure 4-2: Normalized Information Heterogeneity against as: Diffuse Information
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Normalized Information Heterogeneity: fi Var[E[M]-Et[Mt] . Model Parameters: r
0.05, a = 10, T = 20, aM = 0.4, ay = 0.5, az = 0.7, aD = 0.7, PDN = 0.5, aM = 0.2,
ay = 1, az = 0.4.
of the stock prices, the degree of information heterogeneity will exhibit hump-shape
against the signal precision. If the precision of private signals is high, investors have
highly accurate estimate of the fundamental and the difference between investors'
estimates will be small. If the precision of private signals is bad, without using stock
prices as an additional source of information, investors forecast of Mt will converge
to E[MtlD,, s < t] and the degree of information heterogeneity will go to zero.
When investors use both private signals and public signals to forecast funda-
mentals, the relation between the information heterogeneity and signal precision
could still be hump-shaped. Figure 4-2 confirms the hump-shape relation between
the degree of information heterogeneity and the precision of private signal and its
asymptotic behavior as as -- oo.
An interesting corollary of the above discussion is that, the forecasting error of
the aggregate income shock Yt may also be hump-shaped against the precision of
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private signals (the second graph of Figure 4-1.) The stock price serves as signals
to both the stock fundamental and the aggregate income shock. When investors
agree more on the perceived stock fundamentals, the stock price becomes a better
signal for Y. Therefore the forecasting error of Yt is directly related to the degree of
information heterogeneity.
4.5.2 Stock Price
In this part, we discuss the impact of information heterogeneity on asset prices,
in particular, the level of the stock price discount po in Equation (4.18) and the
unconditional variance of the stock price. According to Equation (4.17), the stock
price can be written as:
Pt = -Po + T hp(t - s)dB,s + hPD(t- s)dBD, + T hpy(t - s)dBy,s
,-T T -T
+ gPMMt-T + 9PYYt-T
In the case of heterogeneous information, the information structure effect the
stock prices through the amount of information and the degree of information het-
erogeneity. As discussed in section 4.4, the amount information impact the stock
price through the channel of the perceived risk of the fundamentals, and the chan-
nel of the changes in the investors' dynamic hedging behavior. The hedging of the
changing investment opportunities will amplify the effect of the non-traded income
on the stock price, when the information amount is reduced.
An increase of the degree of information heterogeneity will also amplify the price
impact of the non-trade income, however, through a different channel. The amplifi-
cation comes from the role of the public signal (e.g. the stock price) in the formation
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of investors' expectation on the stock fundamentals. I This effect still exists even if
investors are myopic. As we have pointed out, unlike the homogeneous information
case, when information is heterogeneous, the stock price does provide investors with
additional informational value beyond their private signals to forecast Mt. Investors
put non-zero weight both on their private signals and on the stock price when form-
ing forecast about the stock fundamental. The current stock price will reflect (i)
the average of investors' perceived current fundamental, (ii) the average of investor's
forecasted future stock price, and (iii) the aggregate demand for both static hedging
and dynamic hedging. When investors receive different private signals, the stock
price become valuable to forecast Mr. On the other hand, the stock price is nega-
tively correlated with the aggregate income shock due to investors' hedging motive.
Therefore, the aggregate income shock is negatively correlated with the average of
investors' perceived fundamental. This negative correlation will reinforce the impact
of the aggregate income shock on the stock price due to hedging trades. One in-
teresting observation is that the amplification will be persistent over time, even if
the shock to the aggregate income itself is not persistent. This is because in the
case of independent income shock, the past shocks of income shocks will have impact
on current and future expectation of the fundamentals, even if it has no impact on
current or future non-traded income itself.
Moreover, in a dynamic setting, this effect of information heterogeneity will re-
inforce the dynamic hedging effect to further amplify the impact of the non-traded
income on the stock price. When the degree of information heterogeneity increase,
the sensitivity of the stock price on the non-traded income increases . This has two
effects: the perceived risk of stock return rises and the sensitivity of the expected
7 Bacchetta and Van Wincoop (2005) finds similar magnification effect of information dispersion
on the non-informational trade in the foreign exchange rate market.
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return on the aggregate income shocks increases. These two effect offset each other
in the changes of the investment opportunities related to expected return. Firstly,
since the stock is more risky, the myopic demand is less sensitive to the expected
return, which reduces the positive loading on Yt of the changes in the future value
function. Secondly, One unit increase in Yt will induce more increase in the expected
return, which will increase the positive loading on Yt of the changes in the future
value function. These two effects each other and in general the first effect will domi-
nate. Overall, these two effect reduce the positive loading on Yt of the changes in the
value function. Since the realized return is negatively related to the shocks to Yt, the
investors increase the magnitude of their negative position in the dynamic hedging
demand as the degree of information heterogeneity increase. This future increase the
negative impact of Yt on stock price.
Figure 4-3 shows the graphs of the three functions hpM(t), hPD(t), and hpy(t),
for the cases of full information, no information, and diffuse information with a
fixed as = 0.25. The shape hpM(t) gives the impact of shocks to Mt at lag t, the
fundamental of the stock, on the current price. What is intriguing is that hpM(t)
is increasing in t. That is, the impact of current shock to the fundamental, which
is given by hpM (0) is actually smaller than the impact of a past shock with lag t,
which is given by hpM(t). This clearly demonstrate the long range dependence of
current prices on past shocks. In comparison, hpM(t) is decreasing in t under full
information and flat under no information. Under full information, the impact of
past shocks die off exponentially. Under no information, the true fundamental is
never learned-agents only rely on realized dividends to learn about it. As a result,
shocks to the fundamental has practically not impact on prices.
We can also see that the amplification of hpy(t) through the channel of informa-
tion amount (as reflected by the difference between the full information case and the
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Figure 4-3: Impulse Response of Price Pt+, to Aggregate Shocks against Horizon 7:
Diffuse Information
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Impulse Response Function hpM(.), hpD(.) and hpy(-) of Price Pt+, to Aggregate Shocks
dBM,t, dBD,t and dByt. Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 10, T = 1, am = 0.40, ay = 0.5,
az = 0.7, 0 D = 0.7, PDN = 0.5, aM = 0.2, ay = 1, z -= 0.4.
no information case) is very small- the curve of full information case and no infor-
mation case are nearly indistinguishable. But the amplification of hpy(t) through
the channel of information heterogeneity is quantitatively large.
The level of price discount Po is
T T(4.36)Po = a{bQb + -qv (0),
where bQ is given in Equation (4.23) and v1 (0) is given in Theorem 3. The price dis-
count contains two component: (i) the total amount of perceived risk for the stock
return, bi ; (ii) and the total amount of perceived risk for dynamic changing of
investment opportunities, ibQvT(0). And understandably, po is proportional to the
risk aversion a. The impact of information heterogeneity on the two components
of price discount level can be understood as follows. In the presence of information
heterogeneity, the sensitivity of price to the aggregate income shocks is magnified.
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The stock return reacts more to the income shocks and the perceived return volatile
increases. Investors then demand higher risk premium and Po rises. Furthermore,
as discussed before, the amplification effect on the impact of Yt due to the informa-
tion heterogeneity reinforces the amplification effect on the impact of Yt due to the
dynamic hedging effect. This further increases the sensitivity of the price of the ag-
gregate income shocks, which in turn further increase the both the perceived risk of
stock return and the perceived risk of the changes of investment opportunities. Risk
premium increases. The two effects reinforce each other. Overall, po increases as the
degree of information heterogeneity increases. The first part of Figure 4-4 confirms
this intuition. As as increases, the information amount reduces, which increases the
price discount level. On the other hand, when as is small, as as increases, the degree
of information heterogeneity increases (see Figure 4-2). Therefore the effect of het-
erogeneity increases. The effect of information amount and the effect of information
heterogeneity work together and price discount level decreases. When as is large,
an increase in as still reduce information amount about the fundamental, but it will
reduce the degree of information heterogeneity. Therefore he effect of heterogeneity
increases. The effect of information amount and the effect of information heterogene-
ity work in different direction and overall, the price discount level decreases. This
gives a hump-shaped curve of Po against as.
The variance of the stock price is determined by the response of price to the
three aggregate shocks: dBM,t, dBD,t, and dBy,t. The amplification effect on the
price response of income shocks will increase the contribution of dByt in the price
variance, which tends to raise the price variability. Theorem 6 shows that in the
homogeneous information case, although a reduction of information amount will
amplify the sensitivity of price to income shock through the dynamic hedging channel,
this amplification effect is dominated by the reduction of the unconditional variance
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Figure 4-4: Price Level Po and Volatility against as: Diffuse Information
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Expected Price Level po and price volatility VVar[P]. Model Parameters: r = 0.05,
a = 10, T = 20, aM = 0.4, ay = 0.5, az = 0.7, a D = 0.7, PDN = 0.5, aM = 0.2, ay = 1,
az = 0.4.
of the perceived fundamental, and thus the price variability falls as the information
amount decreases. However, when information is heterogenous, the amplification
effect could be so large that the price variance could be even higher than that in
the full information case. The second part of Figure 4-4 graphs the price variance
against the private signal precision. When the private signal is not exact, information
amount is reduced, compared with full information case. The information amount
effect tends to lower price variance. However, when as > 0, there exists information
heterogeneity, which tends to increase the price variance. These two effect offset
each other and the overall effect could be of both signs. The stock price variance
could be higher than that in the full information case, especially when the degree
of information heterogeneity is high. This could potentially be helpful to explain
the excess stock volatility puzzle. The extra price volatility could be coming from
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information heterogeneity among investors. Finally, the U-shape of both curves
is a consequence of the non-monotonic relation between the degree of information
heterogeneity and the signal precision(See Part A. of this section).
4.5.3 Discuss of the Impact of Dynamic Hedging
In this section, we discuss the role of dynamic hedging on the impact of information
heterogeneity on the stock price. As discussed before in the section, the dynamic
hedging behavior will amplify the impact on the aggregate income on the stock price
when the degree of information heterogeneity increases. In fact, this effect of dynamic
hedging could be so large to cause qualitatively difference between a dynamic model
and a static or myopic model. Qiu and Wang (2009) solves a static model with
diffuse information. In the static diffuse information model, the price discount level is
strictly increasing as the private signals get more noise. The unconditional variance
of price, on the other hand, is strictly decreasing as signals precision gets poorer.
Furthermore, the price discount level and the unconditional price variance in the
diffuse information case are all between those quantities in the full information case
and the no information case. However, Figure 4-4 show that in the dynamic diffuse
information model: (i) price level and price variance could exhibit non-monotonicity
against the precision of private signals; (ii) price level and price variance could be
outside the interval of those quantities in the full information and no information
case. In particular, when information is diffuse, the price discount level could be even
higher than that of the no information case, and the price variance could exceed
that of the full information case.8  Figure 4-5 illustrate this point by comparing
the price impact of information heterogeneity in the fully dynamic case and in the
8This discussion suggests in some cases, static or myopic models could miss qualitatively some
of the important features of fully dynamic models.
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myopic case.' The graphs show that the price impact of information is much larger
when investors fully hedge the changes in the future investment opportunity. The
information heterogeneity can cause as much as 8% increase in the price discount level
in the dynamic model, while there is only a maximum of 1% increase in the myopic
model. Furthermore, in the myopic case, even though the information asymmetry
could amplify the impact of the non-traded income on the price variability, the effect
of the reduced unconditional risk of the perceived fundamental values dominate and
the overall effect of information asymmetry actually lead to a lower price volatility.
However, in the dynamic case, the amplification effect could dominate and the price
variance could increase as the signal precision gets worse.
4.5.4 Return Dynamics
Previous discussion indicates that information heterogeneity has an effect of increas-
ing the perceived conditional volatility of instantaneous excess stock return. In this
section, we analyze the impact of information structure on returns over positive
horizon. Fix a horizon r > 0, the excess stock return from t to t + 7 is:
t+r
Qt,t+,r {dP, - rPds + dD,}. (4.38)
We can study the decay rate of the lagged auto-correlation of excess return
Corr[Qt-ro:t, Qt+r:t+r+o] as 7 goes to infinity. Figure 4-6 plots the decay rate of
dlog Corr[Qt-rpt,Qt+rt+r+ro]
the lagged auto-correlation of excess return, measured by - dr
9In the myopic case, we assume that investors' optimal stock holding is:
x1 t NT
= - ,t (4.37)
ra bQbQT bQbQT
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Figure 4-5: Equilibrium Quantities against as: Myopic vs. Dynamic
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It is the same as the persistence parameter ay of the aggregate income shocks. This
suggests that information heterogeneity does not slow down the decay rate of the
lagged return auto-correlation.
Figure 4-6: Decay Rate of Lagged Auto-Correlation of Excess Stock Return against
T
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Decay Rate of Lagged Auto-Correlation of Excess Stock Return:
dlogCorr[Qt-,,t,Qt+,t+r+,al 
. Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 10.00, T = 10.00,dr
aM = 0.400, ay = 0.500, az = 0.700, ao = 0.700, PDN = 0.500, am = 0.200, ay = 1.000,
az = 0.400. The decay rate of shocks of Yt is marked as a diamond at the vertical axis.
4.5.5 Trading Activities
Next we analyze trading activities. For agent i, we use the instantaneous volatility
of dxi as a proxy to measure the trading volume. So by definition, the total trading
volume is
1 f Var[dxi| t ] .
olt = dt (4.39)
Theorem 6 implies that a reduction of information amount will lower the trading
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volume because the perceived stock return becomes more volatile and the stock
becomes less attractive as an hedging instrument. So the optimal stock holding
will be less sensitive to investors' idiosyncratic income shocks and trading activity
decreases.
When information is heterogenous, investors have both re-balancing trading mo-
tive and informational trading motive. They trade according to their total income
shock Yt + ZI and their private signal. The optimal stock holding can be written as
the sum of three parts. The first is the risk adjusted informational component, which
is determined by the difference between investors' own forecast about future stock
returns and investors' forecast about the average belief about future stock returns.
The second is the static hedging component, which is determined by investor's per-
ceived idiosyncratic income shocks. The third is the dynamic hedging component,
which reflects the difference between the change of agents' investment opportunity
and their estimate of the investment opportunity changes of other investors. All
the three components are adjusted by investors' perceived risk about the stock re-
turn. The effect of an increase in the degree of informational heterogeneity can be
analyzed as follows. On one hand, when information becomes more diverse, the dif-
ference between the investor's perceived fundamental value and his forecast of the
average believe increases. Therefore, the informational trading motive tend to in-
crease and trading activity tends to increase. Furthermore, the perceived difference
between investors own dynamic hedging demand and the average dynamic hedging
demand tend to increase when the information becomes more diverged, which also
tends to increase the trading volume. On the other hand, as the degree of infor-
mation heterogeneity increase, the perceived return volatility increases, the stock
becomes a less attractive hedging device, and therefore the trading activities tend
to fall. Overall, the effect of the increase of perceived stock return risk tends to
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dominate and the overall trading volume tends to fall as information becomes more
diverged. Figure 4-7 shows that the impact of information heterogeneity on trading
volume could significant and could be much larger than the impact of information
amount.
Figure 4-7: Total Trading Volume against as: Diffuse Information
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Total Trading Volume. Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 10, T = 20, aM = 0.4, ay = 0.5,
az = 0.7, aD = 0.7, PDN = 0.5, aM = 0.2, ay = 1, az = 0.4.
4.5.6 Welfare
An important feature of our model is that stock trading is endogenized, which allows
us to perform welfare study. Welfare can be defined through the certainty equivalence
of the value function. More precisely, welfare V is defined as:
-e-arV = E[Jo], (4.40)
where Jo is the value function at t = 0. The value function at time 0 depends on the
initial bond holding and initial stock holding. To make meaningful comparison, we
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assume that the initial bond holdings are the same for all invetors, and the initial
stock holdings are also the same cross investors.
Figure 4-8: Welfare against as: Diffuse Information
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Welfare. Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 10, T = 20, aM = 0.40, ay = 0.5, az = 0.7,
aO = 0.7, PDN = 0.5, am = 0.2, ay = 1, az = 0.4.
In our model, since we assume that agents only have information on the compo-
nent of the dividend which is un-correlated with the endowment shocks, an reduction
of information amount will only decrease the welfare. In particular, the Hirshleifer
effect does not exist in our model. An increase in the amount of information tends to
lower stock return volatility and help investors better hedge the risk of the non-traded
income over time and investors tend to be better off.
Information heterogeneity will magnify the welfare loss. When the degree of in-
formation heterogeneity increases, investors become less certain about the average
beliefs of fundamentals. This will reinforce the welfare loss due the the uncertain
about the fundamentals and lead to further welfare loss. Figure 4-8 illustrates this
point in the case of diffuse information. Welfare of each agent decreases at first
when as increase from zero, when both the effect of the information amount and
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the information heterogeneity work in the same direction( the information amount
decreases and the degree of information heterogeneity increases in the case). The
welfare reaches a minimum for some intermediate value of Ua and increases as as in-
crease after that point. This U-shaped welfare function against the signal precision is
consistent with the observation that while the information amount always decrease as
as increases, the degree of information heterogeneity in fact is a decreasing function
of as when as is large.'"
One phenomenon is of particular interest in Figure 4-8. When private signals are
noisy enough, the welfare loss associated with information heterogeneity could be so
large that it would be better off for all agents just to discard completely their private
signal. In deed, the welfare in the heterogeneous information case falls below the
welfare in the no information case when precision of signals is small enough, and the
no information case Pareto dominates the heterogenous information case.
4.5.7 The Sensitivity of Results to Parameters
In this section, we brief discuss the sensitivity of the above results to the parame-
ter choices. We are particular interests in the persistence parameters aM, ay, and
az. For each parameter, we first discuss the impact of the stock price when Mt is
perfectly observable. Then we discuss the impact of the parameter on the amount
of information and the degree of information heterogeneity, assuming heterogenous
information structure. We leave most of the graphs of the sensitivity analysis in the
1 0Dow and Rahi (1971) studies the impact of information asymmetry on welfare in a static set-
up. They also show that the welfare could exhibit a U-shaped pattern against the signal precision.
However, tn their model, an increase of information amount could lead to a reduction of the risk-
sharing opportunity and hence Hirshleifer effect exits. Hence the U-shaped curve in their model is
a result of the offsetting effects of the less risk sharing opportunities due to the earlier resolution
of the hedging uncertainty from the better information and a better hedging instrument due to the
less risky stock return from the better information.
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Appendix.
Assume the aggregate income shock become less persistent, i.e. ay increases.
In the case of perfectly observable Mt, a less persistent Yt means less impact of
dynamic hedging demand, since the change of future investment opportunities is less
predictable. This will lead to a smaller sensitivity of the aggregate income shock on
the stock price. Both the perceived excess return risk and the unconditional price
variability falls. Therefore, the discount level and the price variance decreases. When
investors have different private information, the smaller sensitivity of the non-traded
income due to the less persistence of Yt will increase the informational value of the
stock price to forecast the fundamentals. Therefore, the public signal contains more
information about Mt, and hence the total information available to agents increases.
Furthermore, investors put more weight on the public signal and the information
heterogeneity tends decrease. " However, an increasing in ay has another effect on
investors' expectation. Since investors can not observe the aggregate income shock
Yt directly, they need to make forecast. One piece of information they use to forecast
Yt is their total income shock Yt + Zt. The less persistent Yt is, the more valuable the
total income shock Yt + Zt is to forecast Y. Therefore, an increasing of ay will again
increase the information amount of Mt. On the other hand, since an increasing in
ay makes the total income shock Yt + Zt a better forecaster of Yt, investors put more
weight on Yt + Zt in their estimation of Yt and hence on Mt as well. This lead to a
higher impact of the idiosyncratic shocks Zt on investors' forecast, which increases
the degree of information heterogeneity. Moreover, this effect is more pronounced
when the precision of the private signals on Mt is low, because in this case, investors
"This is different from the effect caused by a reduction of persistence of Mt. In that case, an
increase in aM render the private signal a less informational valuable. Investors then put more
weight on public signals. Hence the degree of information heterogeneity decreases while the total
amount of information decreases.
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will rely more on the public signal and a better forecast of Y from Yt + Zt will be
more beneficial. To sum up, an increasing of ay will always lead to a better forecast
of the fundamentals, but have two offsetting effects on the information heterogeneity.
When as is small, the effect through the public signal dominates and information
heterogeneity decreases as ay decreases. When as is large, the effect through the
information value of Yt + Zt dominates and the information heterogeneity increases as
ay increases. Although, the information amount always increases as ay increases, the
degree of information heterogeneity can go either way. Therefore, the overall price
impact of the information structure( measured by ratio of the equilibrium quantities
to the full information quantities) could also go either way.
The effect of the persistence coefficient az can be analyzed as follows. First discuss
the full information case. The idiosyncratic shocks Zt do not move the stock price.
However, they have impact on investors' dynamic hedging demand. Intuitively, a
less persistence idiosyncratic endowment
risk to be less sensitive to the current Y.
Consequently both the excess return and
discount level and the price variable fall.
As az increases, the stock price co-move
the price becomes a better forecaster of
information amount about Mt increases.
more accurate, investors put more weight
shock will make the hedge-able dynamic
Hence the price impact of Yt decreases.
the stock price become less risky, and the
Now assume information is heterogenous.
less with the aggregate endowment, and
the fundamental values. Therefore, the
Furthermore, since public signals become
on the public signals, and the information
heterogeneity decreases. On the other hand, similar to the affect of an increasing
in ay, an increasing in az will increase the information value of the total income
shock Yt + Zt to forecast Y. Therefore, in forming their forecast on Mt, investors will
put more weight on Yt + Zt and the information heterogeneity will increase. Also
this effect is larger when the precision of the private signal is low(because, public
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information is more important in forecasting Mt, and a better estimate of Yt will
make the stock price a less noise signal of Mt). To sum up, overall, a less persistent
Zt will lead to a smaller forecasting error of Mt, but will have offsetting effects on
the information heterogeneity.
When aM gets larger, the dividend process Mt become less persistent. First
we discuss the case where investors perfectly observe Mt. When investors perfectly
observe Mt, an increase in aM will decrease the loading of stock price on the Mt.
The excess return react less to the shocks of dividend and hence the perceived stock
return becomes less risky. Therefore the price discount level falls. Furthermore,
a lower perceived stock return risk will lower the sensitivity of dynamic hedging
demand on the changes of non-traded income shocks and therefore the stock price
moves less as Yt changes. This further lowers the return risk and the discount level
falls more. Moreover, the unconditional price variance will fall because both loadings
of the stock price on dividend and non-traded income falls. Now we discuss the effect
of aM on the information amount and on the degree of information heterogeneity.
In the presence of information heterogeneity, a less persistent Mt will reduce the
forecasting power of the private signal. In fact the normalized forecasting error
VM is increasing as a function of aM (Though the absolute forecasting error oM in
decreasing in aM since Var[M] it self is decreasing). Hence the information amount
decreases. Furthermore, investors thus put more weight on public signals. Therefore
the degree of information heterogenous decreases.
We next discuss the impact of the conditional volatilities: aM, ay, and Uz.
The volatility aM of Mt measures the risk of the asset fundamentals. When
the risk of the fundamental increases, both the risk premium and the price variance
increases. aM also affects the investors' forecasting error. A large aM yields a smaller
absolute forecasting power of the private signals. This will increase both the absolute
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forecasting error and the absolute information heterogeneity, which further reinforce
the impact on the discount level and the price variance. ay measures the volatility
of the aggregate endowment shock. An increase in ay will increase the conditional
risk of the stock return, and raise the sensitivity of dynamic hedging demand on
the aggregate income, and therefore enhance the price impact of Yt. This will lead
to a increase in risk premium and a increase in the price variance. Furthermore,
an increase in the price impact of Yt will make the price less informative about the
fundamentals, the price informativeness drops, and the investors' forecasting error
rises.
4.6 Other Forms of Information Heterogeneity
In the diffuse information case discussed before, we assume that information is dis-
tributed among a large number of investors and we focus on the impact of information
dispersion. To better understand how heterogeneity in information quality affects
asset prices, we further study the asymmetric information case where information is
concentrated among a few groups of investors (Section 4.2.6) There are two groups of
investors, i.e. I = {1, 2}. To focus on the information heterogeneity, unless otherwise
explicitly stated, we assume that income shocks of the two groups are un-correlated,
i.e. Y - 0, and the idiosyncratic income shocks have the same volatility and the
same mean reversion rate, i.e. 1r = a = z, = a = a, and m = m2
A special case of the asymmetric information is the hierarchical information case,
where one group observes Mt perfectly (a' = 0) and the other group does not
receive any private signal about Mt (ao = oo). This setting has been studied by
various authors, e.g. Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) and Wang (1993). One feature
of the hierarchical information is that it has the maximum degree of information
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heterogeneity among all the information structures. Therefore we will use it as a
bench mark.
4.6.1 Asset Price Implications
Figure 4-9: Information Amount and Information Heterogeneity in Symmetric Pre-
cision and Ordered Precision Cases
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Information Amount and Information Heterogeneity. Model
7.00. T = 1.0000, aM = 1.500, al = 0.900, a2 = 0.900,
PDN = 0.500, 0" = 2.500, a2 = 2.500, mi = 0.500.
Parameters: r = 0.05, a =
aM = 1.200, aD = 0.500,
To help organize thoughts, in the section, we analyze two cases of information
asymmetry: (i) the case of symmetric signal precision, where signals received by
the two groups have the same precision, so that no group has a clear informational
advantage; (ii) the case of ordered signal precision, where group one receives a perfect
signal of Mt (a' = 0) and group two receives a signal of some precision (4 2 0).
The hierarchical information can be viewed as the limiting case of the ordered signal
precision when a - 00.
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Figure 4-10: Normalized Information Heterogeneity against a: Two Groups
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Normalized Information Heterogeneity. Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 7.00, T =
1.0000, aM = 1.500, al = 0.900, a 2 = 0.900, aM = 1.200, aD = 0.500, UF = 1.000,
PDN = 0.500, U 1 = 2.500, a 2 = 2.500, mi = 0.500. The full information quantity is
marked by a diamond at the left side of the graph. The no information quantity is marked
by a square at the right side of the graph.
Figure 4-11: Expected Price Level Po: Asymmetric Information
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Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 7.00, T = 1.0000, aM = 1.500, a> = 0.900, a2 = 0.900,
aM = 1.200, aD = 0.500, =1.000, =0.500, = 2.500, a = 2.500, mi = 0.500.
The full information quantity is marked by a diamond at the left side of the graph. The
no information quantity is marked by a square at the right side of the graph.
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Figure 4-12: Price Volatility Var[P]: Asymmetric Information
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Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 7.00, T = 1.0000, aM = 1.500, al = 0.900, a2 = 0.900,
aM = 1.200, oaD = 0.500, aF = 1.000, PDN = 0.500, a = 2.500, 4z = 2.500, mi = 0.500.
The full information quantity is marked by a diamond at the left side of the graph. The
no information quantity is marked by a square at the right side of the graph.
Figure 4-13: Total Trading Volume in Symmetric Precision and Ordered Precision
Cases
Total Trading Volume. Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 7.00. T = 1.0000, aM = 1.500,
al = 0.900, a2 = 0.900, aM = 1.200, aD = 0.500, PDN = 0.500, al = 2.500, a 2 = 2.500,
mi = 0.500.
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Figure 4-14: Price Impact of Income Shocks in Ordered Precision Case with a' = 0.
Sp (0) h(0)Price Impact of Trades from Income Shocks h and 2() Model Parameters: r =
,21(0) Fax,2 (0
0.05, a = 7, T = 1, aM = 1.5, al = 0.9, a2 = 0.9, aM = 1.2, aD = 0.5, PDN = 0.5,
al = 2.5, a2 = 2.5, mi = 0.5.
Figure 4-9 shows information amount and information heterogeneity in cases of
symmetric precision and ordered precision respectively. With the same a, the fore-
casting error of group 2 in the ordered precision case is always smaller than that in
the symmetric precision case. The information heterogeneity in the symmetric preci-
sion case exhibits hump-shape against a . The measure of information heterogeneity
in the ordered precision case is increasing as a 2 increases. When as goes to infinity,
the ordered precision case converges to hierarchical information and the information
heterogeneity is largest.
The intuition that information heterogeneity will amplify the income shocks still
holds in the asymmetric information case. The stock price provides additional in-
formational value for some investors to estimate stock fundamentals, and therefore
investors' income shocks will be negatively correlated with investors' expectation
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about the fundamental through the channel of the stock price This will enhance the
impact of income shocks on the stock price due to hedging demand. Consequently,
the price discount level and the price variance both tend to rise. Figure ?? and
Figure 4-13 re-confirm these intuitions in the asymmetric information set-up. The
trading volume is lowest and the price discount level and the price volatility is high-
est when information is hierarchical, even though the information amount in the
hierarchical case is larger than that in the symmetric precision case.
Figure 4-15: Welfare against al
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Welfare. Model Parameters: r = 0.05, a = 7, T = 1, aM = 1.5, al = 0.9, a} = 0.9,
aM = 1.2, aD = 0.5, PDN = 0.5, oa = 2.5, a2 = 2.5, ml = 0.5.
When investors have signals of different precision, the perceived stock return
volatility of the better informed investors will be lower than the perceived stock
return volatility of the less informed investors. Therefore, when forming his stock
holding, the better informed investor will response more to change in his perceived
stock return, and hence the belief of the better informed group will have a larger
weight in the stock price. This has two consequences. First, since the stock price
is more affected by the perceived fundamentals of the better informed investor, the
less informed investor can then learn more from stock prices about Mt and prices
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partially narrow the information advantage of the better informed trader. Secondly,
the less informed investor put more weight on stock price to estimate the stock
fundamental than the better informed investor. Therefore, through the expectation
of the less informed agent, the price impact of the income shock of the better informed
investors will be amplified more than that of the less informed investors.
Figure 4-14 plots the price impact of both investors hedging trades. The hedging
trades of better informed investors have a much higher price impact than that of less
informed investors. And the price impact of the better informed investors hedging
trades is increasing as the signal of the less informed investor get noisier. When the
better informed investor makes a selling hedging trade, the price will fall. But the less
informed investor will partially interpret the price fall as a bad news for fundamentals
and they will also tend to make selling trades based on this perception. The price
then falls further.
Therefore, the information advantage of the better informed investor is in deed
a double-edged sword. On one hand, better information allow him to better trade
against the less informed investor and get positive informational rent. On the other
hand, he will find himself harder to hedge against his non-traded income shocks since
his hedging trade will have a larger price impact.
Figure 4-15 plots the welfare of both agents as a function of a', in three situations:
(i) a' = a2; (ii) oa = 0, and a = 1.5. There are a few very interesting observations
from the graphs. First, when the private signals of the two agents have the same
precision, the investor's welfare is U-shaped against the signal precision, and the
welfare can be even lower than that of the no information case. This is consistent
with the intuition that an increase in the degree of information heterogeneity or a
decrease in information amount will lead to a welfare loss. Second, when the signal
precisions of the two agents are different, the more informed investor has a lower
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welfare than the less informed investor. This seemingly counter-intuitive result is
a consequence of the price impact effect of the more informed investor's hedging
trades discuss above. The more informed investor has greater difficulty hedging his
non-traded income due to its price impact and the welfare loss out-weigh the welfare
gain due to the speculative trading. Therefore, the more informed investor could
have lower welfare than the less informed investor.
4.6.2 Momentum and Reversal
Many empirical papers have documented that stock returns exhibit short-run/medium-
run Momentum and long-run reversal (e.g. Jegadeesh and Titman (1993)). Behav-
ioral explanations usually interpret momentum as under-reaction to information(
for example, Barberis, Shleifer, and Vishny (1998), Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrah-
manyam (1998), and Hong and Stein (1999)). Other papers try to give rational
explanations. For example, Liu and Zhang (2008) suggests that a macro-economic
risk factor ( the growth rate of industrial production) may explain a large portion of
the momentum profits. Albuquerque and Miao (2008) explores the role of informa-
tion in the momentum-reversal phenomenon. In the paper, they are able to generate
both momentum and reversal in a model where informed agents have some advanced
information about future fundamentals.
In this section, we study the momentum/reversal effect through the auto-correlation
of the excess stock return in the asymmetric information setting. The instantaneous
excess stock return Qt follows
dQt = dP - rPtdt + dDt. (4.41)
Fixed a time horizon 7 > 0, the excess return from time t to t + 7 is given by
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Qt:t+-r := Qt+T - Qt.
We consider the case where investors have full information about Mt, but the
income shocks of the two agents are correlated.
Proposition 5. Assume that there are two groups of investors, i.e. I = {1, 2}, and
investors have full information. Further assume Yt - 0, but bl - b2= P12 1 2. Then
the equilibrium stock price is given by
1
Pt = -Po + Mt - hlZtl - h2Z,2, (4.42)
aM + r
where po, hi, and h2 are constants.
The auto-covariance of excess stock return Cov[Qt-:t, Qt:t+,r] is given by
Cov[Qt-r:t, Qt:t+,r] (4.43)
1- {Ihlal(1 - e-"1ar)(1 
- ( )2) (4.44)
2al a,
S1 -a2 2 - r2) (4.45){h 2a 2(1- e-"2r)}2(1 - (a--2a2  a2
p121aa2 hh2{(1 - ( )2)(1 - e-ar) 2 + (1 - () 2 )( 1 -e-a2T) 2 }. (4.46)
a + a2 a a2
The first two terms in Equation (4.43) are both negative if al > r and a 2 > r.
The sign of the third term depends on the sign of the correlation P12. It will be
positive if P12 < 0. The auto-covariance of stock returns can be decomposed into
two components: (i) the covariance between current expected returns and future
expected returns; (ii) the covariance between next period un-expected returns and
future expected returns. The covariance between current expected returns and fu-
ture expected returns tends to be positive since income shock are persistent. When
the income shocks cross agents are un-correlated, the covariance between next period
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un-expected returns and future expected returns tends to be negative because a cur-
rent positive income shock will decrease the current return but will raise next period
expected return. One can show that when income shocks are not too persistent,
in particular, when al > r and a2 > r, the second effect dominate the first effect.
Therefore, stock return exhibits negative auto-correlation when a, > r and O12 > r.
Now assume income shocks of agent 1 and agent 2 are negatively correlated , and
the persistence of two shocks are different. The negative correlation between the
two shocks will induce a negative unconditional correlation between the two income
shocks and thus reduce the the magnitude of the positive covariance between current
expected returns and future expected returns by diversification. The negative corre-
lation will also reduce the magnitude of the negative covariance between next period
un-expected returns and future expected returns through the same diversification
channel. Therefore, the introduction of the negative correlation will push the return
auto-correlation higher, and possibly above zero.
Figure 4-16 plots the autocorrelation against the time horizon T for different
correlation between income shocks of both groups. The autocorrelation is positive
for small and medium T, which indicates that the stock return exhibits short-run and
medium-run momentum. The autocorrelation is negative for large 7, which indicates
that the stock return exhibits long-run reversal.
4.7 Conclusion
This paper studies the asset pricing and welfare impact of information asymmetry.
We propose a fairly general model in continuous-time, which incorporates many
existing models of Markovian nature (e.g. full information models and hierarchical
models), and models on non-Markovian nature(infinite-regress models). Analytical
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Figure 4-16: Auto-Correlation of Excess Stock Returns Corr[Qt:t+r, Qt-r:t] against
T
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Auto-Correlation of Excess Stock Returns: Corr[Qt:t+r, Qt-:t]. Model Parameters: r =
0.05, a = 8, T = 1, am = 3, al = 2.8, a2 = 0.25, ao = 0.1, a D = 0.5, PDN = 0.9,
4 = 3.42, 42 = 0.95, 4 = 0, r2 = 0, ml = 0.45.
frameworks are developed to solve the non-Markovian filtering problem and the non-
Markovian optimization problem in the continuous-time CARA-Gaussian set-up.
We focus on the impact of information heterogeneity on asset prices and trading
activities. We find that information heterogeneity tends to increase the level of price
discount, increase the stock price variance, and decrease the trading volume. When
investors have different private signals, they form estimate based on both private and
public signals. In the presence of information heterogeneity, the stock price provide
investors additional informational value beyond their private signal to estimate the
stock fundamentals. Since the stock price is also a noisy signal of investors income
shocks, the forecasted fundamentals will be negatively correlated with the income
shock and hence the price impact of income shocks is amplified. The amplification
will raise investors' perceive stock return volatility. Consequently the risk premium
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increase, the stock variance increases, and the trading volume falls. Information
heterogeneity also tends to magnify the negative auto-correlation of stock returns.
The welfare impact of information heterogeneity is particularly interesting. In-
formation heterogeneity could lead to a welfare loss due to the wealth loss associated
with differential information. Moreover the welfare loss associated with the wealth
reduction could be so large that it could be better off for all agents if they discard
their private information about fundamentals and only use public information, even
though their private information is valuable to forecast the fundamentals. Informa-
tion heterogeneity is costly. Finally, when there is differentiation among investors'
signal precision, high information quality could be a double-edged sword for the
better informed investors. On one hand, better informed investors could have in-
formational rent when trading with less informed traders. On the other hand, the
re-balancing trade of better informed investors will have a larger price impact and
investors with better information will find themselves in a difficult position to hedge
their non-traded income shocks, which will make them worse off.
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Appendix A
Appendix for Chapter Two
A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
We conjecture that the price is a constant P. Standard arguments (e.g.
(A.1)
The first order condition for the optimal stock holding is
0 = -(AD - rP) + arPNDUD(-l)Y + ar(a) .
This together with the market clearing condition immediately gives the optimal stock
holding and the equilibrium stock price in the proposition. For the value function
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Wang
(1993)) imply that the Bellman equation for v' is
0 = min
+anY
r - p - r Inr +ravL - arO(D - rP)
v) (Y) 1 0 2 v (Y) 2
aY 2 aY 2
1 21 O9EY)2 y ~r Oi2 1i~+-a( cry)2 + rY, 2 + D2 a,(OD2  + 2(-1)r2 YtcrDpNDOt}.2 ay
vi, we conjecture that it is of the form
1
vL(Y) = -aLY 2 + bL(-1)iY + CL,2
where aL, bL, and CL are constants. Plug back into the Bellman equation (A.1), and
compare coefficients of the quadratic function of Y, we get
ao a + (r + 2n)aL + ar 2(1 - PND) = 0,
-ar2 UDPND
bL =
r + K + ao2aL'
-r+ p+ rlnr 1 2 1 2
CL + (aL - abL )u + -araD.ar 2r 2
A.2 Case Where AH = 0
The Bellman equations of functions vi~(Y) and vi (0, Y) and the solution could be
quite complicated for general value of the jump intensity. To simplify the Bellman
equations and obtain some insights, we consider the special case where there is no
recovery after the liquidity crash, i.e. AH = 0. In this case, the impact of the liquidity
crash reaches its maximum. The simpler mathematics in the case would allow us
to obtain some intuition which would apply to more generally. In particular, the
function vHi(Y, 0) can be solved in close form and is in fact quadric in Yt and Ot.
Lemma 2. Assume AH = 0. The function v}(Y, ) is given by:
1 1
v,(Y, 9) = CH + aHY2 + (ID + bH(-1)iY)O - -ar 082,2 2
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where aH, bH, and CH are constants satisfying the following equations:
12 2 1 1
a 2a ( H) + (1r + )aH + ar2 = 0,
2 l2 2
- r2DPND 1 2ab2
bH r + + aa2aH cH= {-r+p+rlnr+ 2 a -H - 2 YbH
This result can be proved similarly as Proposition 1. Please see Appendix A.1.
As a corollary, in this case, the liquidity hedging component 0 ,L (see Equation 2.3)
is
o =i,L2 {D - rhL(Yt) + bH(-1)iYt}.
Lemma 3. Assume AH = 0 and AL > 0 small. Then
(i) I- I < i I, if the idiosyncratic shock Yt is persistent (i.e. , small), and
>t I | 1 I, if the idiosyncratic shock Y is transitory (i.e. n large).
(ii) l(yt, Otl) > r2 (Yt, 9t2) if Y > 0, and, rl(Yt, 1) < r2(Yt, Ot2) if Y < O.
Proof. (i) One can easily show that IbHI < arPNDaD if K < r(V a2oy + - ), and
IbHI > crPNDOD if ,K > r( ,2a2 + a - ). This provides an continuity-based proof
when AL is very small.
(ii) The continuity-based proof goes as following. In the equilibrium, by market
clearing, the optimal stock holding Ot = 9 - t, and t2 = 0 + Ot. One can easily
calculate that
72 (Y7 , O ) - n 1(Y, O1) = 2t{jPD - - rhL(Yt)} + 2jbHYt - (v(Yt) - v(Y)).
Notice that if Yt > 0, then Ot < 0. Intuitively, when Yt > 0, vt(Y) - vj(Yt) < 0
because investor 2 will have a smaller position in the stock and hence forgo some
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of the dividend gains. Assume now AL is very small. Then and hL (Y) is very
close to P*, and v is close to the value function in the frictionless market. It is
easy to show that in the frictionless market, v is quadratic in Y taking the form
1aLY2 + bL(- )iY +CL, where bL > bH (see proposition 1). Hence if AL is very small,
the difference r 2 (Yt, 02) - 01(Yt, 1) is close to 2(bH - bL,o)Yt (notice that the total
stock outstanding is normalized to be two so that 0 = 1). Hence if Yt > 0, then the
difference is negative, and vice versa. O
A.3 Numerical Computation of the Equilibrium
The stock price is given by a function hL(Y), and for Bellman equations, we need to
solve vL and VH together. We use standard techniques of discrete Markovian approx-
imation to the continuous time process Y. We fix a finite grid Sh for values of Y,
where h is the step size in the grid. We use the following expectation approximation
for interior points y on the grid Sh (e.g. Kushner and Dupuis (2001))
h2
Q(-y)+h + -2 y + (- +y)-h  O
(y) = Qh(Y) Qh(Y)
Here the interior point y only communicate with the two nearby points on the grid,
y + h and y - h, with probability p+ and p_ respectively. For points at the boundary
of Sh , we use standard reflecting boundary condition so that boundary points are
reflected with 100% probability to its nearest interior point.
With this discretization, one can readily re-write the Bellman equations (using
the fact that Yt is independent of BD,t and BN,t). With a fixed price process hL(Y),
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the Bellman equations for vi, and v are of the form:
e a4(Yi,0i)e-aVH ttef 1 (At)e f,(o,y) {p+e-avi,(x+he l,0) + pe-x ,(x-hel,) ) I+At
1 + AAt
AAt 9H(0,Yt)
1 + AAt '
e- v(yt) = min 1 5(At)efL(olYtt) .
0 1 + AAt
{p+e-(vi(x+hel)+ro(hL(x+he)-hL(x))) + pe-(vL (-hel)+rO(hn (x-hel)-hn(x)))}
+ egL(O,Yt,Pt)
1+ AAt
where:
f(9t, Yt)
gH(t, Yt)
6(At)
arAt 1 2 2 1 2
1+ art 2 ( O - (AD - (-1)arYtaDPND)Ot 2+ -rY }
=-a(L(Yt) + rOthL(Yt)),
1 + rAt ___
1 + pAt
and
fi(o, Yt, Pt)
gL(Ot, Yt, Pt)
arAt 1 12
S rAt - a r oi Ot - (lD - rPt - (-1)'arYtDPND)Ot + - rYt}
S+ rAt 2 2r
- a(z44(Yt, 7O) - r9thL(Yt)).
Since investors 1 and 2 differ only by their sign of the income shock, this symmetry
leads to the symmetry between the value functions: v7(,Y) = vi(0,-Y) and
v(Y) = V2 (-Y). And the market clear condition becomes 01(Y) + 01(-Y) = 20,
where 26 is the total share outstanding. With this symmetry in mind, we only need
to solve for the Bellman equation for investor 2. And from now on, we simplely use
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quantities without investor index to denote quantities of investor 2.
The first order condition for the optimization of stock holding yields
Ex[hL(y)e-a(V (y)+rehL(U))] _ 20 -
E[hL()e-a(vL(y)+rOhL(Y))] - (aroD- (PD - -a rDPNDX))At
hL()
(1 + rt) + ALAteL-fL 1
Ex[ea(vL (y)+rOhL(y))] Tr-
ALAt ve (EX [e-a(VL (y)+rOhL())] -1
+ r (A.2)(1 + rAt)+ ALteL-fL
SE[e-(VL (y)+r0hL(v))] +t
where
fL(Ot, Yt Pt) = t rCDOT - (I'D - oTYtDPND)Ot + arYt2
L(0t,Yt, Pt) = 0Y)).
Sr 1+rAt .
1 + pAt
Note if AL = 0, this equation becomes standard and the price is then the present
value of the future cash flow with proper discount rate. The market clearing is
O(Y) + 0(-Y) = 20.
The general idea of solving the equilibrium is to first fix the price function hL(Y),
and compute the solutions VL and vH to the Bellman equations, and the optimal stock
holdings O(Y). Then find the pricing function such that market clears. In practice,
the fixed point problem of the pricing function will be time consuming. So we use a
modified iteration method, where we update the stock price, value functions and the
stock holdings simultaneously at each iteration. The idea is as follows. Notice that
if we fix the next period stock price function and value function, equation (A.2) can
be used to compute the market clearing price (price on the left hand side of equation
(A.2)) and quantities, given the next period quantities (on the right hand side of
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equation (A.2)). This way, we could use iterations more efficiently.
More precisely, we use the following iteration scheme.
Step 0: Guess an initial pricing function P = h() (Y) and value function v() (),
and set n = 0.
Step 1. For the pricing function P = h n) (Y) and value function v n (Y) , compute
the value finction vH( (9, Y) using the value iteration for VH (we could use v -1) as
an initial data for the iteration).
Step 2. Find the market clearing price = h W (Y) given the next period price
and value function, and use this price to update the value function to get i) L) (Y).
Set h n+i(Y) = h (n)(Y), and v=n+l)(Y) - -(n)(Y), and then n = n + 1.
Step 3. If IIv(n)(Y)-v(n+1) (Y)II and Ih (n) (Y) -h(nl) (Y)II are smaller than some
pre-specified error, stop. Otherwise go to step 1.
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Appendix B
Appendix for Chapter Four
B.1 Non-Markovian Filtering
In this appendix, we study a general non-Markovian filtering problem. Let (E, F, P)
be a probability space and {Bt}O_ be a standard m-dimension Brownian motion
with standard augmented filtration {t}ts=-O"o. Xt is a m-dimensional adapted pro-
cess with the following dynamics:
dXt = pxXtdt + bxdBt,
where px is a m x m constant matrix, and ax is a m x m non-degenerate constant
matrix.
Assume T > 0 is a fixed number and St is a n-dimensional (n < m) adapted
process w.r.t. {Y}tOOO, with the following dynamics:
t-
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where hs(z)(for 0 < z < T) is a n x m matrix-valued functions and gs is a n x m
constant matrix. 1
Let Ft be the filtration generated by St and Xt-T, i.e.2
-t o () s U FTX)-
Define the filtered state vector:
Xt = E[Xtt,]. (B.1)
Before we state the main theorem in this section, we need to define a few constants
first. First define
b = hs()T {hs()hs(0)T } - hs(0). (B.2)
Let In be the identity matrix of dimension n. Then In - b is symmetric and admits
the following decomposition
I, - b = kTk, (B.3)
where k is a rank(In - b) x n matrix with full row rank. Also define
bs = hs(O)hT (O), (B.4)
'It is easily seen that St is an
throughout this sectio.
Ito Process if hs(T) = gsbx. We will assume this equation
2We use FY to denote the filtration generated by a process Y.
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and
bk = kkT. (B.5)
Now we state the main result of this section.
Theorem 7. Assume the matrix bs defined in (B.4) has full rank. Then
(a). The dynamics of the filtered state vector Xt (defined in (B.1)) under the
filtration I^}+'. is
dXt = IxixXdt + bxdBt,
where {B3t}jOOt is an n + rank(k) dimensional Brownian Motion adapted to the
filtration { ^}g+,,, and bx is a constant m x (n + rank(k)) matrix.
(b). The dynamics of St under the filtration { 0}r § is
St = hs(t - s)dBs + §sXt-T,
T
where hs(.) is a n x (n + rank(k)) matrix valued function, and gs = gs.
In the rest of the section, we sketch the proof to the theorem above.
Lemma 4. (a). The process St can be written as an Ito form:
dSt = pstdt + hs(O)bxdBt,
where
/st = / hs(t -v)dB + gs/xXTr.
t-T
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(b). Fixed initial time To, define the process
qs = St - STo - j E[psulsF]du.
To
(B.6)
Then {Iq }t=T is a .7-martingale.
Proof. Part (a) is a direct consequence Ito's lemma. Using the Law of iterated
expectations,we can show that E[rts - I.s t] = 0, for any To < tl 5 t 2, which
readily establishes part (b). O
Lemma 5. For a fixed initial time To. There exits a .- adapted martingale {rt}To+T
such that (heuristically)
d B = dBt-T - E[dBtTIt]. (B.7)
Proof. Equation (B.7)
{{t(n)* 0o loo be a set
iprocess {Jti-n by
process to,n 10T by
gives only a heuristical definition. More rigorously, let
of nested partitions of [To, oo). For a fixed n > 0, define the
N-1
i=O
+Bt-T - Bt(N)_T - E[Bt-T - Bt(N) TlI,( )] (B.8)
where N is the largest integers smaller than (t -
B (n) -T - Btn) _T. One can prove that as n -+
{ }n=loo1 converges to a F-adapted process flt t=To
martingale.
To)/At(n ) - 1, and ABt() T =
+oo, the sequence of processes
and {IB }Iro+T is a F--adapted
LI
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Remark 8. From now on, we will let To goes to -oo. Therefore we have two F-
martingale processes {(s7}M and {} 1=+ , which, together, generate the filtration
One of the key to the solution of the filtering problem is a linear Fredholm integral
equation of second kind. We define the n x n matrix-valued kernel function K(-, .)
below(Note: All the functions are defined either on [0, T], or [0, T] x [0, T]):
K(s, s') -Ths(s - v) (s' - v)dv + hs(s - s')h() if s > s'K(s, s') - (B.9)
Sft8- hs(s - v)hT (s' - v)dv + hs(O)hs(s' - s) if s' > s.
Notice that the kernel K(s, s') is continuous away from the diagonal line s = s'.
Under mild technical condition, the Fredholm integral equation of second kind with
K(-, -) as kernel has a solution.
Let Gs(s) (s E [0, T]) be the solution to the following Fredholm integral equation
of second kind:
T b 1K(s', s)G(T - s)ds +G(t - s')
= hbi{ s(t - v)h (s' - v)dv + hs(t - s')hs(0)} sT . (B.10)
t-T
And let GB(s) (s E [0, T]) to be the solution to the following integral equation:
b 1K(s', s)GTB(T - s)ds + G (T - s)
= bgsh(s' - (t - T))kT  (B.11)
3More rigorously, we should specify the initial data T4o and 7Bo and the initial a-algebra at time
To. But if To is negative enough, this will not affect the resulting filtration.
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We now are in the position to state one of the key results of this section.
Proposition 6. (a). The F-martingales {R} +___ and {B}+T= _c defined in Lemma
4, Lemma 5 and Remark 8, satisfy the following equation:
dts = { As(t - s)dB,}dt + hs(O)dBt,
t-
where As(u) and AB(u) (u E [0, T]) are given by
j Gs(v)h(u - v)dv,As(u)
AB(u)
= hs(u) - Gs(u)hs(0)ax -
= -GB(u)hs(0)ux - GB(v)h(u - v)dv.
(b) Define {Bfs}+tf and {B f}~_t by
Bf = bs 2 S1 t
/B = bk 2 { AB(t- s)dBsdt + kdBtT}.
t-T
Then the processes
is a (n + rank (k))-dimensional Brownian motion under the filtration F.
The proof is a straightforward computation, using the fact that all the processes
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(B.12)
(B.13)
are Gaussian (for a reference, see Liptster and Shiryaev (2004)). A detailed proof is
available upon request.
To get the filtered process for a general process with T-lag-revelation, we notice
that Xt-T is F measurable, not F.t-T measurable. So we need to decompose Xt-T
into the sum of a Ft-T measurable part and the F-_T-orthogonal part. The following
lemma gives the decomposition result.
Lemma 6. We can decompose Xt-T as
S t B
Xt-T = Xt-T + hxs(t - s)dB s + hxB(t - s)dB~, (B.14)
where {Xt} is filtered state vector given by (B.1), and hxs(-) and hxB(-) are defined
as:
hxs(S) = ex"bx AI(T - s + v)b dv (B.15)
T T 2hxB(s) = { ex'bxAB(T - s + v)dv + exsbxk }bk2. (B.16)
Proof. Since XtT is orthogonal to {dB,} t=t,-T, the coefficients in (B.14) are given
(heuristically) by:
hxs(t - s)ds = cov(Xt-T, dB), (B.17)
hxB(t - s)ds = cov(Xt_T, dBf). (B.18)
The result of the lemma then follows. O
The following is then straightforward.
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Lemma 7. The dynamic os St under {J}", is given by
z.t t=-_, is given by
-hsB(t- s)dB + gsXrt-T,
t-T
St = hss(t - s)dB~ +
t-T
where hss('), hsB(.) are given by:
hss(u) = fT
hsI
hs(v)A (v - u)b-1/2dv + hs(u)bxTh (O)b 1 /2 + ghXS().
(u) = jhs(v)A~T(V - u)b- 1 dv+ ghXB(u).
The above lemma gives the proof of Part (b) of the main result Theorem 7.
The following lemma will prove the Part (a) of Theorem 7.
Lemma 8. Under the filtration {Ft}=_,O, the filtered state vector Xt is still Marko-
vian. It satisfies the linear SDE:
dXt = pxdXtdt + bxsdB s + bxBdBB .
where
1
bxs = bxb xh b +
bxB = epxTk Tbk2 +
T
O S\UV
I TT
e x (v) bx AB(v)bk dv
0
Proof. Since Xt = E[XtIlt]. We can compute the dynamic of {X} using the standard
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(B.19)
Kalman filetring method. Notice
d(E[Xt.Ft]) = E[dXtlt] + E[Xt+dtJdJFt]
= pxXtdt + E[Xt+dt dJt]
= PxXtdt + E[Xt+dtldt s , dB B ]
The second term now can be computed using standard linear projection. O
B.2 A General Optimization Theorem
In this section, we solve a general optimization problem with non-Markovian price
process. The agent has exponential utility over consumption stream {ct}to 0 , with
time discount p. In particular, the agent solves:
max Eo[ -e - pt- c dt],
{ct,xt}Jto t=o
(B.20)
and the wealth of the agent evolves according to:
dwt = rwtdt - ctdt + xtdQt + OtdFt, (B.21)
where xt is the number of stock that agent i holds at time t, O is the income process,
dQt is the excess return and dFt is the value of a unit income at time t.
Let Bt be the Browian motions of the agent's filtration, and assume
dQt
dFt
= tQ,tdt + bQ,tdBt,
= IF,tdt + bF,tdBt. (B.22)
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We state one of the main result of this section.
Theorem 9. Assume agent has CARA utility (B.20) with risk aversion a and time
discount p. Assume the wealth process is governed by (B.21), where the dynamics of
dQt, and dFt are given by (B.22). Then the following hold:
(i) The value function can be written as:
-e-pt-a(rwt +Vt)
The process Vt follows:
dVt = pv,tdt + by,tdBt,
where Vt, Pv,t, and bv,t satisfy the Bellman equation:
1
0 = 2btb (are(tbQ,tbFt  Q,t + abQ,tb,t) 2  (B.23)
1
+2a2(rOtbF,t + bv,t)(rOtbF,t + by,t)T (B.24)
+raVt - arOtPFt - aQi,t (B.25)
+r - p - r In r. (B.26)
(ii) The optimal consumption ct is
in r
ct = rwt + Vt - In r
(iii) The optimal stock holding xt is
t q,t_ OtbQ,tbF,tt btbTv (B.27)
rabQ,tbTt bQ,tbTt rbQ,tb T
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Proof. Let -Jt denote the value function, then
Jt = min Et[e-Pt-dt + Jt+dt].
Cx
Therefore
0 = min Et[e-pt-adt + dJt].
cx
Normalize Jt: let
Jt = et J
Then
0 = min Et[e-acdt - pJtdt + dJt].C ,X
The exponential nature of utility suggests that the value function can be written as:
Jt = e- a (r w +Vt),
where Vt does not contains wt. And for general purpose, write
dwt = (rwt - ct)dt + dit.
where dtbt does not contain wt.
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Using these specifications, we have
dJt
1
= Jt(-radwt - adVt) + - Jtd(-rawt - aVt)2
1
-ar(rwt - ct)Jtdt + Jt(-ardvt - adVt + -a 2d(rwbt + Vt)).
2
Bellman equation is now
0 = min
C,X
{ e-"dt + ra(ct - rwt)Jtdt
+JtEt(-p - ardvt - adVt + 1-I2 d(r, + V)).2
First order condition for c gives:
ae - a c = raJt .
In r
c = rwt + Vt -
and
e- ac + ra(ct - rwt)Jt = Jt(r + raVt - r In r).
And the Bellman equations becomes:
0 = min Et[r + raVt - rlnr - p - ardit - adVt + 1a2d(rt + Vt)].
x 2
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Now under the specification of dzit:
dwt = xtdQt + GtdNt,
we have
d t = (xtoQ,t + (tPN,t)dt + (xtbQ,t + OtbN,t)dBt.
Now Bellman equation is
0 = min{r-rlnr-p+raVt
x
-arxtlQ,t - arhtpNt - Q apLv,t
1
+ a2(rxtb, + rIebN,t + bvt)(rxtbQ,t + riebN,t + bv,t)T}.
Re-write in terms of polynomial of x,
1 2
+ 2a2 (rtbN,t + bv,t)(rtbN,t + bv,t)T2
+roVt - arG etN, - avt,t
+r - p - r ln r.
First order condition for xt implies
SAQ,t bQ,t(rtbN,t + bv,t)T
Xt rbQb,t rbQ,tb,t
The first term is the myopic demand, the second term is the hedging demand.
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Plug it back into the Bellman equation, we get
1
-
1 (abQ,t(reOtbN, + byt)T2bQ,tbt - I'Q,t)
2
1
+-a2(rOtbN,t + bV,t)(rOtbN,t + by,t)T2
+raVt - arOtPN, t - a/v,t
+r - p - r In r.
This complete the proof.
B.3 Optimization Problem of Agent i
In this section, we study the optimization problem of agent i.
Agent i solves:
Optimization Problem (P):
max E[ -e-Pt-c;dtI ],
s.t. dw, + dQ + dF
s.t. dwi = (rwi - cI)dt + xtdQt + E)dFt, (B.28)
where xi is the stock holding, EO = Yt + Zf is the income, dQt is the excess stock
return, and dFt is unit income value.
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Now we state the key linearity assumptions about O, dQt, and dFt. Assume:
dQt
dFt
t-T
hQ(t - s)dB + gQXT}dt + bQdBt,
= { (t - s)dBs + gFX_-T}dt + bFdB ,
t-T
E = he (t - s)dB + geXt- T ,t-T
where Xt is a Markovian state vector adapted to the filtration { t=-oo with dy-
namics:
dXi = AxXtfdt + bxdBt. (B.29)
Now we apply the general optimization result Theorem 9. Conjecture that the
process Vt takes the form: 4
Vt = T(:
T T+2Xt_-
vxl (t - s, t - s')dBs, ) dB
Tvl2(t- s)dB + iITV22Xt--T
t-T
+ vi(t - s)dB' + v2 -T + Vo.
J t-T
Lemma 9. (a). The process Vt is a Ito process with respect to {I.}t= oo if and only
if
2bkv 1 2 (s) = V2 (s, T), Vs E [0, T]
4 All the functions in this equations are defined either on [0, T] or [0, T] x [0, T].
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(B.30)
(B.31)
v22bx= v 12 (T)
v 2 bx = vl(T)
(b). Under the assumption in part (a),
dVt = pv,tdt + bv,tdB .
where ,av,t and bv,t are given by
PLV,t = ( 11(t - s, t - u)dBu) dB s
t-T t -T
+2(XtT)T •
-T { V12(t - S) + i 12 (tt- - s)}dB~
"it T T 
i
+2(X)_T) Iv 22 Xtz
+ J i 1(t- s)dB' + V2xXT
tl-T
+tr( v226x) - 2tr(bXVT (T))
bv,t= { ll (O, t - s)dB'}T + 2(Xt_T)T V12 (0) + v1(0),
wt-T
where (with a slight abuse of notation) bll (x, y) is defined as:
avll, y) +
i11(X, y)= Ox (X, Y)+
(B.35)
(x, y).
dy
Proof. Part (b) is a direct consequence of Ito's calculation. O
Now apply the Bellman equation in Theorem 9 to the conjectured form of Vt, we
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(B.32)
(B.33)
(B.34)
can get the following characterization of the process Vt:
Proposition 7. The functions vll(', .), V12 ('), v1 (), and the constant vectors v22,
v2 , and vo satisfies the following system: S1-S6 and boundary condition B1-B3.
(Sl): For all 0 < x < y < T:
bQb {hQ() - abQ(rb\ hei(x) + vn (0, ))}T {hQ(y) - bQ(rb7he, (x) + vl (0, y))}
-- 
2 {rbTFheoi (x) + VU (0, ) }T {rbThe, (y) + v11(0, y) }
+aCu(x, y) + ar {hT(x)hF(y) + hT(x)h. (y)} - rav (x, y)
- 0. (B.36)
(S2): For any 0 <_ x < T:
1 { g Q - abQ(2v 12(O)T + rbTge)} T {hQ(x) - &bQ(vll(0,x) + rbThei(x))}
-a 2 {2v12(0) + rg bF}{vll(O, x) + rbTFhe(x)} I 2a{pTXiV12() + i 12 (x)}
+ar(g ,hF(X + gjFhEih(x)) - 2arv12 (x)
=0. (B.37)
(S3):
1
bbf {gQ - (2 v 1 2 () + rgb) T } {gQ - bQ(v 12 (O) + rgbt y) T }QQ
Sa2 (2v 12(0) + rgT bF)(2v12(0) + rgbF)T
S1 T
+a{pV22 + V22IX} + ar{geigF + gFgi} - rav
0. (B.38)
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(S4): For any 0 < x < T
1
bQbI (-bQvT(0) - rpo){hQ(x) - abQ(vll (0, x) + rbihhe(x))}
-a 2 1 (0) {v (0, x) + rbihei(x)} + a i(x) - ravi(x)
=0. (B.39)
(S5) :
1
bb (-bQv(0) - rpo)(gQ - abQ (2V 12 (0) + rg bF)T)
-a 2 vl(0)(2 12(0) + rgibF) + aV2I X - rao2 = 0. (B.40)
(S6):
2 tr (hQ(x) - abQ(vll(0,x) + rbThe(x)))T
1
-a2 tr ((v 11 (0, x) + rbhe (X)) (v1(0, z) + rb he (x)))ds
1
--2 2 vi(0)v 1 (0) -+ atr(b xv 2 2 bx)
-2atr(bxv12(T)) + cr jtr(hi (s)hF(s))ds - ralvo - r + lnr + p
=0. (B.41)
Boundary Conditions:
(B1): For any 0 < x < T
2b v12 (X) = V 1I(x, T) (B.42)
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(B2):
v22bx = l12 (T) (B.43)
(B3):
v 2 bX = v (T) (B.44)
Proof. The proposition follows from direct computation using Lemma 9 and the
equation (B.23) in Theorem 9. [
S1-S6, and the boundary condition B1-B3, give a complete system for vl(., .),
v12 ('), v22 , Vl(.), v2 , and vo. Below we outline how to solve this system using a fixed
point method.
Step 0: Set an initial guess of the value of v12 (0).
Step 1: Given v12 (0), use B1 to get the value of vn1(0, T). Then use this value of
vn(0, T) and S1 to solve for the function vi1(0, x)( notice that S1 can be reduced to
a delayed integral equation about vi1(0, x)). At the same time, use v12(0) and S3 to
solve for v22 (S3 is a linear Lyapunov equation about v22).
Step 2: Use the value of v12(0) and vn1(0, x) from Step 1, and S2, to solve for the
function v12 (x) (notice that S2 is a linear ODE for v12 (x)).
Step 3: Use the function v12(x) obtained in Step 2, to get v 12(T). Notice this
value of v12(T) and the value of v22 obtained in Step 1 are completely determined by
the initial guess of v12(0) in Step 0. Now use B1 to get a equation for v12 (0). And
solve for v12(0)(one could use a iteration scheme here). Then with the true value of
v12 (0). use Step 1, 2 to get the true function v 1 (0, x) and v22 . In this Step, we get
the true value of v12(0), v22, v11(0, x), and v12().
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Step 4: Use vii(0, x) obtained in Step 3, and S1, to solve for vll(x, y) (notice that
the function vI 1(, y) is completely determined by the value of vi (0, x)).
Step 5: Guess an initial guess of vi(0).
Step 6: Use the guessed value vi(0), the function vl(0, x) obtained in Step 3,
and S4, to solve for the function vi(x) (note that S4 gives an ODE for vi(x)). Also
use vi(0) and S5 to solve for v2 (S5 is a linear equation for v2 ).
Step 7: Use the vi(x) obtained in Step 6 to get vi(T). Notice both vi(T) and v2
in Step 6 are completely determined by the guess of v1 (0). We then use B3 to get an
equation on v1 (0). Solve for vi(0) using this equation. Use this true value of v1 (0)
to get the true function vl(x) and true value of v2 from Step 6. Finally use S6 to
obtained vo.
B.4 Proof of Theorem 5 and 6
Since information is homogeneous among agents, price is fulling revealing for Y. Let
Ms/t = E[MtlFt], where JFt is the information available to agent at time t.
B.4.1 Investors' Filtering Problem
We first consider the investor's filtering problem.
Lemma 10. Assume the agents have information set .t = .FD,S, where St is the
common signal. Then the filtered process fl := E[Mt.tD'S], together with the divi-
dend process Dt follows:
dMt = -aMMtdt + bMdBt (B.45)
dDt = MIdt + bDdBt, (B.46)
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where Bt is a two-dimensional Browian Motion adapted to the filtration Ft, and bM
and bD are constant vectors given by
bM = o[D oS , bD = [UD 0].
Here o = E[(lt - Mt) 2] is the forecasting error, given by
o = 2 { 2M M(2 S2) - M}. (B.47)
uj + r
Furthermore, the quantity &F defined by:5
1 1
S= ( A~ + bD) - ( l b- + bD).aM + r aM + r
is an increasing function of as and satisfies
2r
(M(as) - (0) = o. (B.48)(am + r)2
In particular, &2 (as) is an increasing function of as. The unconditional price vari-
ance associated with the fundamental value is an decreasing function of as and sat-
isfies
1 j 1 (as) a 2 0O( + = M . (B.49)(r + aM)2  2aM 2 aM (r + ac)2'
Proof. Standard continuous time Markovian filtering (e.g. Wang (1993)) implies
5A2 is indeed the conditional variance of excess return that are associated with the fundamental
value.
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(B.45). The forecasting error o satisfies
0 = -2ao + oa4 - o2( -2 + N 2) (B.50)
which gives (B.47).
B.4.2 Optimization
Under the price process:
Pt = -Po +
1
am +r - hpyYt,
a M + r
for some constants po and hpy, the excess return process is given by
dQt = {hpy(ay + r)Yt + rpo}dt + bQdBt,
We can decompose the volatility of return into two component:
bQbQ = hpyy + ,
The investor's wealth Wt evolves overtime: The wealth process follows:
dWt = rWt + xdQt + (Yt + Z)dF - c dt. (B.51)
Define the related state vector: X' = [Y Zi]T so that we can express the excess
return as:
dQt = (gQX + rpo)dt + bQdBt.
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Standard argument (see Wang (1993)) yields that the value function will be of
the form
Jt = -e-pt-a{rwt+ (xt)T 2X +X +o},
where (I 2 , (I1, and 4Io are constant matrices of the proper order. The optimal stock
holding is
xt (hy(r + ay) + rpo)
arbQb6
1 1
(Yt + Zi) T(bi2
bQb rbQb'
+ bQbxDj3.52)
We denote (I2 and i~ as:
2 =(4 11
421
1 ()1,y,
B.4.3 Market Clearing and Equilibrium
Market clearing implies that the optimal stock holding is of the form
x% = 1 - hzZf.
Now applying the optimal stock holding equation (B.52) from the optimization
argument, we get
hy(r + ay) + ahy,(ii - arcDN = 0,
ahy4112 - rTUDN = hxzarbQ Q.
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and
Po = { - -hyy ly}.
r
For notational convenience, define
y =Lemma h11. is a decreasing fnctibQbon of y.
Lemma 11. &2 is a decreasing function of y.
This lemma is the key to the
basic theory of two-dimensional
which conclude the proof of the
proof of the proposition. Using this lemma, and the
Riccati equation, we can show the following result,
theorems.6
Lemma 12. (i) 11 < 0 and 41,y < 0. (ii) I)11| is decreasing in &2 and (I1,Y|
is increasing in & 2. Therefore hy and po are increasing as information amount
decreases. (iii) The stock price variance is decreasing in 2 .
B.5 Choice of the revelation T
When T is large (compared with the half life of the shocks of Mt, Yt, and Zt), the
effect of T on asset price will be very small. Figure B-i shows that in the bench
mark parametrization in the paper, when we increase T from 10 to 20, the stock
price changes very little.
6The detailed proof of both lemmas are available upon request.
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Figure B-1: Effect of T
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B.6 Diffuse Information: Static Case
B.6.1 The Economy
We consider a pure exchange economy with a single, perishable consumption good.
Time Period. There are only two periods: t = 0 and t = 1.
Securities markets. There are two traded assets in the securities market, one
risk-free bond and one risky stock. The risk-free bond yields a constant return r > 0.
At time t = 1, the risk stock pays a dividend M + e, where M and e are independent
normal random variables. The total stock supply is normalized to be one. The stock
price at time t = 0 is p.
Agents. There are (countable) infinitely many agents in the economy, indexed
by i E I. Each agent i is endowed with ~y share on stock at t = 0. Moreover, agents
have non-tradable income at t = 1. The non-tradable income of agent i is (Y + Zi)e,
where Y, Zi, and e are normal random variables. We assume that (i) Y, e, M, and c
are mutually independent, except for the pair (e, e) where Cov[e, c] > 0, and (ii) Zi
are independent of Zj for i = j, and they are independent of all other variables. For
simplicity, we assume Zi have the same variance: Var[Zi] = Var[Z]. Agents have
CARA utility and maximize:
max Eo[-e-,W i
where W' is the wealth of agent i at time t = 1, and % is the information available
to i at time t = 0. Agent i have initial wealth WO at time t = 0.
Information structure. At t = 0, each agent i receives a noisy signal Si =
M + i, where (i is independent of M and all other variables. Moreover, i and (j
are independent for any i Z j. For simplicity, we assume (i have the same variance:
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Var[i] = Var[ ]. The information set of agent i at time t = 0 is:
O = {p, Y + zi, M + 6}.
B.6.2 Equilibrium
We are interested in linear equilibria. In a linear equilibrium, the stock price is of
the form:
p = -Po + hMM - hyY, (B.53)
where po, hM, and hy are constant.
It is straightforward to show that under the price function equation (B.53), the
optimal stock holding of agent i is
E,[M] - (1 + r)p - a(Y + Z)Cov[e, E]
= a(Vari[M] + Var[e])
The conditional variance Vari[M] is a constant for all agents due to symmetry.
We use Var[M] to denote this conditional variance.
Market clearing implies (and use the law of large numbers)
f t Ei[M] aCov[e, ] a(Var[M] + Var[])
SY- 1 - 1
11 I- ' I -- 7
The following lemma characterizes the linear equilibrium.
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r I
Proposition 8. There exists a linear equilibrium and the equilibrium price is
1 Var[M] Var[M]
p = 1r{(1- r[M])M - (Cov[e, ] + [ )Y1 + r Var[M] Var[Y]0
-a(Var[M] + Var[e])}.
where 0 > aCov[e, E] satisfies
1 1 1 1  1 1 1 1 1
+ = aCov[e, E] + + (+ )0.54)Var[ ] Var[Z] 02  0 Var[] Var [M] Var[Y] Var[Z] .54)
and Var[M] is the variance of M conditional on each agent's information set( the
same cross agents due to symmetry). Moreover, Var[M] is between 0 and Var[M],
and given by:
Var[ M] = 1 1 1 1
Var[M] Var[ ] Var[Y]02 Var[Z]02
We consider two bench mark cases: (i) full information case where Var[ ] = 0;
and (ii) the no information case where agents do not receive any private signals about
M. We will use p* and p** to denote the price in the full information case and the
price in no information case respectively. Straightforwardly, we have the following
results
Lemma 13. The equilibrium prices in the full information case p* and no informa-
tion case p** are given by:
1 aCov[e, E] a
p = M- Y - Var[e],1+r l+r 1+r
aCov[e, E] 1**= C e Y - a(Var[M] + Var[c]).
l+r 1+r
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The following proposition compare the equilibrium price level and volatility with
the two benchmark cases.
Proposition 9. (i) The price discount level Po is
Po = a(Var[M] + Var[e])}.
The the price discount level Po of the diffuse information case is in between those of
full information and no information case: p* < Po < PS*
(ii) The price variance can be written as:
aCov[e, c]
Var(1 + r) 2 {Var[M] + a2Cov[e, ]2Var[Y] - Var[M](1 - Cov[,Var[p] = (l_)2
(1 + r) 9
The price variance of diffuse information case is between those of full information
and no information case: Var[p**] < Var[p] < Var[p*].
Finally we consider the comparative statics of prices as the noisiness of the private
signal changes.
Proposition 10. As the noisness of the private signal (measured by Var[F]) in-
creases, (i) the conditional variance Var[M] increases; (ii) the price discount level
Po increases; and (iii) the price variance Var[p] decreases.7
7For some parameters, there might be multiple equilibria when Var[] is large. In the presence
of multiple equilibria, to study the comparative statics, we choose the equilibrium to be on the
continuous path of equilibria starting from the solution where Var[(] = 0. Section B.6.3 gives a
detailed discussion of multiple equilibria.
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B.6.3 Discussion of Multiple Linear Equilibria
When the signal precision is low, there might be multiple linear equilibria.8 Basically,
there exit constants 0 < cl < c2 (independent of Var[M] and Var[ ]) such that: (i)
if Var[M] E [0, cl), then there is a unique solution for all signal precision and the
equilibrium monotonically converges to the no information case as the noisiness of
signal goes to infinity, (ii) if Var[M] E [c2 , c2], then for small noisiness of signal, there
will be unique equilibrium, but there will be multiple equilibria when the noisiness of
the signal is large, and moreover we are not able to extend the solution continuously
from full information case to the case where the noisiness of the signal goes to infinity.
The continuous branch stops at a finite level of Var[ ]; and (iii) if Var[M] E [c2 , oc),
then for small noisiness of signal, there will be unique equilibrium, but there will
be multiple equilibria when the noisiness of the signal is large. However, we are
able to extend the solution continuously from full information case to the case where
the noisiness of the signal goes to infinity. But this continuous branch will NOT
converges to the no information case as the noisiness of the signal goes to infinity.
sMathematically, the linear equilibrium is determined by the solution to a cubic algebraic equa-
tion. For some parameter choices, the cubic equation may have multiple real solutions.
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